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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL.

Eugene Haanel, Esq., Ph.D.,

Director Mines Branch,

Department of Mines,

Ottawa.

Sir,—
I herewith submit a bulletin dealing with the subject of "The Thin-

Coals of Canada," in the hope that this attempt to outline the problems

involved in the mining of these coals, may prove of interest not only to

the mining profession, but to all those who have at heart the economic

development of the coal resources and ndustry of the Maritime Provinces,

I have the honour to be,

Sir,

Your obedient servant,

{Signed) J. F. Kellock Brown.

Sydney, N.S.,

April 18, 1916.
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THE MINING OF THIN-COAL SEAMS AS APPLIED

TO THE EASTERN COAL-FIELDS OF CANADA.'

INTRODUCTORY.

Popularly, the expression "coal resources of ? country" is conceived

to mean the total tonnage the land contains, usually stated in billions of

tons, and commonly assumed to be inexhaustible. But this conception

leaves out of calculation two essentials, namely, competition and cost.

A country's coal production generally passes through three stages:

(1) From the commencement of coal mining operations, to the time of

reaching the maximum output: a productive period which provides the

cheapest coal, with the maximum of profit; (2) An intermediate period,

during which the ratio between mining cost and selling price approaches

unity, since the cost of production continually rises, and competition

steadily encroaches on the markets hitherto supplied; and (3) The period,

wherein it becomes cheaper to import coal than to mine it.

Period No. 1. Period No. 2. Period No. 3.

Black inner ring—market controlled by production of country.

Shaded ring—competitive area.

White outer ring—market controlled by outside competition.

Fig. 1. Diagrammatic representation of commercial periods.

A country's coal reserves are, therefore, more propcriy described as

the total tonnage which can be profitably extracted. This definition is of

great importance to the Maritime Provinces.

Naturally, in any estimate of total tonnage, the thin-coals have theii-

place; ai.a their use and abuse is a commercial problem productive of much

controversy: generally based on the theory of holding intact the greatest

possible acreage for future demand. To ensure the continuous, industrial

life of Nova Scotia and New Brunswick as coal producing provinces, the

conservation of their thin-coal seams is essential, since their greatest, and

' In the preparation of this liiillptin. I received kindly help from Mr. C. W. Dean of Adamsville, N.B.,

operatInK what is. perhaps, the thinnest coal seam mined in Canada; Mr. J. S. B.tnon of River Hebert, N.S..

mining one ot the thinnest indimd cuais; an.: .roui Mr. J. \V. M..!.. i..l. Diriaor Greenwood Coa! Co.. Ltd.,

Thorbura. N.S. Acknowledsment is also due to Mr. NIkpI MacFarlane, Mining Engineer, and to Mr. Mark

Hurll, both of Gla.ssow. Scotland, from wliom much useful data on thin-coals va> obtained. In addition,

I am indebted to Mr. D. B. DowlinB. of the Geological Survey, Ottawa, for valuable criticism.



most formidable competitor possesses reserves which will outlast thoM of
eastern Canada, by very many years—even allowing for differences in
consumption and production. In other words, the Maritime Provinces
may have reached period No. 3, before their competitor begins to show
signs of exhaustion

;
i:nd consequently, if it is desirable that the coal industry

be mamtained and upheld for as long a period as possible, the preservation
of the thin-coals must necessarily be considered.

The problem of how to make the best of the thin-coals, even from this
viewpoint, is not a conservation project that can be left to solve itself
more or less generally along lines that will develop as the years go by.
On the contrary, since so large a proportion of the available areas are under^
sea coals, or seams occurring at - .eat depth—areas that can only be entered
at relatively few places in re don to the size of the workable territory
and tonnage to be extracted—a definite policy must needs lie arrived at in
regard to the development of every one of the seams in such areas. More-
over, before the one and only means of entrance to these coals, undersea,
becomes disturbed, and perhaps destroyed, the development of the thin-
coal seams will require to be adjusted in proper place and sequence. The
gathering of information for the preparation of properly co-ordinat?d
plans for economically developing the thin-coals of the Maritime Provinces,
will, probably, take from ten to twenty years.

While, however, consideration along the lines indicated is inevitable,
there is yet another channel through the medium of r^'hich the thin-coals
may prove to be an important contributory factor in the material progress
of the eastern provinces. The thin-coals can, under certain conditions,
be looked upon as a means to the preser\'ation of the thicker and more
profitable coal seams.

A plea for projected efficiency and conservation, on the lines outlined
above, could not be lightly dismissed in any country which depends largely
on its coal industry, and in which th -rontinuous operation of a compara-
tively small or moderate supply of thick coal seams, producing cheaply
as a condition of holding the markets, is essential to the welfare of the
country. These conditions exist in Nova Scotfa. It is proposed to con-
sider the economic utilization of thin-coals, along the following lines:—

I. The present workability of thin-coals, in order that a con-
siderable portion of the thicker and better coals may be conserved.

II. The preservation of the thin-coal seams, with a view to
maintaining the tonnage of the general coal resources as far into the
future as possible.

LIMIT OF WORKABLE THICKNESS.
The determination of the present lowest workable thickness in any

seam 15 deduced from a simple comparison of the cost of operation and the
value of the product in any particular district. From tha e—whatever
it may be—there is deducted a few inches for future imp . .aent in meth-



ods, and the limit of thicknem is thusi rtached. In the cxtrcmi- casis of

the "Torbanitc" ' 'ncral in Scotland, and thi- "Albtrtite" mineral in New

Brunswick—Ixith occurring in the same KeoloKi( »1 system as roal-the for-

mer was valuable enough to make extraction prutitahle down to a ihiikness

of 4 inches. With coal scams, however, the value is fairly well i-stai)li^hed,

within reasonable and calculable limits not subject to Hud nation that in

turn would cause the limit of workable thickness to vary Irom time to time.

The local cost of working is, therefore, the profier standard of measurement.

Taking hand operation at its Ust, the actual height in which a man,

for physical reasons, can mine coal, must be in the neighlKJurhcxKl ol 18

inches, and he can only do so where the means to take his coal away are

close at hand. This physical limit may become a few ir ' s lower under

special circumstances, as in some mrchine sections cunmg 16 inches.

Below this, the coal has, generally, to be worked in conjunction with a

foreign stratum, cither above or b.low, or in the seam, which thus allows

the needed height. With thin-coals the percentage of round coal recovered

in hand mining becomes an important item; and in addition, breakage

occurs in the course of casting the cr al to the roadhead. Where the coal

has to be sold as lump coal, or screened coal, these conditions might cause

failure of a seam of small thickness; on the other hand, a coking coal of

this height would, probably, be a profitable operation. With pillar methods,

wherever stone above the r- al is most commonly taken down, the breakage

is not so sevei e.

The British Royal Commis^ioT on Coal Supplies adopted 12 inc'jes

as the lowest possible workable .hickness, and based their calculations of

available tonnage on thct limit. It is interesting to note that the first

Royal Commission adopted a somewhat higher figure, and that the second

Commission, some years later, demonstrated the existence of greater

coal resources, conseque. t upon the adoption of a lower thickness limit,

due to the improvements in mining methods (greater introduction of under-

ground machinery) that had taken place in the interval.

The following arc usually the conditions that limit thickness, as well

as being the factors which govern success in any operation :—

(a) Cost of mining.

(b) Price obtained for the fuel.

(c) The class of fuel mined—almost synonymous with (b).

(d) The method of mining.

(e) The class of roof and pavement.

It is necessary to emphasize the fact that, there arc operators who

cannot make a 6-foot seam pay, while others have made a success of 18

inches. Consequently, if a company in a district is so burdened and man-

aged that a 3-foot coal does not produce economic returns, the cost of mining

need not. in this case, fix the possible lowest thickness at 3 feet. By

"cost of mining" is meant, the cost under the greatest attainable economy

of management, with capital, and capital charges, in proper proportion.



The ftancfit method of arriving at a reasonable undiTAtanding of this

quevtion of lowmt workable thirknt'!«K would be throuKh thi- delineation of a

curve of ccmtii, plotted for different (liickneK«tet>. Thisi hai* l)een done, and

every care has l>cen taken to nee that the condition* which determine the

Fig. 2. Curre showing rise in costs due to decrease in thickne»».

figures given, are, in each case, approximately the same. That is to say,

one item given df)es not omit capital charges, another royalty, another

maiiugeineiil and so on: llifc results are in equitable proportion "he line

representing the change from thick to thin-coals crosses the cost curve at

3 feet.



It in evident from this diuKram that there would be a differenre in the

present limit of workable thickne»H between New Bruniwick and Nova

Scotia, owing to the difference in value of the coal; which serve* to illustrate

the bearinK which the price of tlu- prcKiuci has on the point l»elow whuh

profit disappears. It re<iuiris no mM reasoninK to jx.'rceivo th.it both

provinces could ro as low as 12 incht-s. and still show .i few cents to thf K<K)d.

KiKht fcnt> "'ay apin-ar "a drop in the bucket" to some concerns, but

even allowing re.iM.nal.le cipital depreciation .ind interest charnes, it should,

on a reasonably capitali/ifloiHMlii.n dc>i«iu(l for the t)ur|H.sc, U- capable

of pr.KJucinK T', on the iiivotmint. This is, of courw, low, but if is

at hast e(|ual, as regards |)r(,lits. to some existiiiK o|Kr.ilinK coiniKinics.

Twelve inches can, therefore, without stretching the |K.ssibilities to in-

conceivable limits, be accepH-tl as the lowest thickness, \ lich. if not at

present minetl in eastern Canada, will, and ((.iild Ik-, reached in the future.

THi: TMIN-CO.\l,S Ol KASTKRN CANADA.

In the search for information iK-arinjc on either the whole or some

part of the afxive subject, it was found that the UM'.d.le knowled|,'«- \\iiich

should Im? public proi)erty is not o{)enly available in any place in the Mari-

time Provinces. In making this K«neral >tatenient, however, it is with the

reservation that invaluable data does exist. hi.Ulen in individual n..te-

books and private drill records, in maps, notes, reports, men's memories,

,-> ul ' aKUe recollections of work conducted years ago. Much inform.ition

wl icn mainly deals with thi' character, quality, and thicknesses of various

scams in m. ..erous coal-fields is iwrishable, and once lost, it means consider-

abi- expenditure to again acquire it. And yet this is knowledge which

must, in the nature of things, have a very direct and fx-rtinent b -aring

on the whole question of preservation and future operation of the eastern

Canadian coal-fields: valuable knowledge that should, without doubt,

be public property, and as such, should be tiled in Government records.

It is obvious that there can be no efficient conservation, i.e.. "keeping

or protecting from loss or injury," without a practical knowledge of past

results, based on information collected, analysed and applied: informa-

tion gathered bit by bit, over many years, and from numerous sources.

Technical data dealing with present operations can be acquired cheaply,

but reliable particulars of past performances become, like old editions,

yearly more difficult ot acquisition.

Further, it should not be forgotten that, the period during which the

required technical data is obtainable will not last forever. The formation

of the coal-fields precludes this; for practical knowledge can only be

gained through the land areas. It is impossible to drill and work and ex-

periment in the undersea areas, or in the deep coals; and yet it is on the

knowledge acquired and thought over during the period of working the

easy and more accessible seams, that such important questions as (1)

precedence in working the various seams in the undersea areas; (2) the



amount of subsidence that certain seams will produce; and (3) the effect

of the overlying strata in arresting such movements, can be settled. In

many cases, it takes years to procure this necessary data. Experiments on
subsidence questions have been known to extend over fifteen years; und
yet >ear after year is allowed to pass by, without any serious thought

being given to securing the available data, so easy to collect now, but which

will be so difficult to gather and compile at later stages of coal production.

The inquiries should be governmental in their scope, and, for many
reasons, not left to the individual tastes and efforts of any operating com-

pany. A commercial organization is, very naturally, mainly concerned

with attaining the greatest tonnage results for its shareholders; whereas a

government authority is responsible to the community for the preservation

of its coal areas.

Modern industrial history is replete with striking instances of the folly

of neglecting the necessary precautions already pointed out. Other coal

producing countries also started out guided by empirical experience and
observation rather than scientific knowledge, and with little regard for

future ways and means. Generalizing from limited facts, they imagined

that they possessed unlimited resources, but ere long, passed through a

startling and disturbing experience. They realized, when almost too late,

that had certain unappreciated discoveries and facts been carefully noted

at the time of their occurrence, much useless expense, trouble, and waste

would have been prevented.

A typical instance is the case of the Lanarkshire coal-field, in Scotland.

In the decade beginning 1870, this coal-field was popularly considered to

be inexhaustible. It covered an area of 500 square miles, and contained

an average of over 34 feet of coal. One of the seams was 6 feet thick,

standard in quality, and known as the "Ell" coal; the other, the "Splint"

coal, influenced the design of the Scottish blast furnaces, since this coal was
used direct, in the furnaces, for reducing the iron ore. At the present

time—36 years later—these thick seams are exhausted, and the average

thickness now being worked is under 36 inches.

It was somewhere between 1895 and 1905 that coal operators suddenly

perceived that the time had come to work some of the thinner seams, or

otherwise consider the advisability of abandoning certain areas altogether.

It was when facing this economic crisis that a startling discovery was made,

namely, that certain old, hitherto disregarded, and dust-covered drill

records, were of unsuspected value and importance. A regular scramble

for their acquisition ensued, because they contained much data on the thick-

nesses and relative positions of the thinner coals. The writer well re-

members being employed for months in the search for information on thin

seams: comparing and examining drill records, and determining their

supposed, or known, position on geological sheets; and can recall the elation

with which the discovery of a 2fi-inch. 18-inch, or even smaller seam was
hailed.
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This experience in older coal countries—well within the memory of

practical mining men—should be an object lesson to the coal producing

provinces of eastern Canada, and should lead to the inauguration of a policy

that will lead to the systematic collection of every available scrap of tech-

nical data bearing on the preservation of coal. Those r('si)onsiblc for the

execution of this important duty of collecting, classifying, and determining

the relative values of the facts and data gathered together, should be men

with wide practical experience in coal mining; have actual ac(|uaintance

with research work of a like character; and be capable of co-ordinating

and presenting the information gleaned, in a comprehensive and attractive

form.

In compiling the following paragraphic remarks on the occurrences

of coals less than, or of 3 feet thickness, every available publication lias been

examined, and extracts made from a number of private records, which

were kindly placed at my disposal ; and even yet the list cannot be considered

as complete. No seam has been specified on mere hearsay evitknci';

and in most of the cases, both the position and authority have been given.

In this compilation, some cases of overlap will doubtless be found; the

same sea:ns being noted twice; but this could easily occur, where, as in

many cases, coal areas have been examined by a number of mining men,

and seams named and re-named by different investigators.

NOVA SCOTI.\.

CAPE BRKTON COUNTY.

Sydney Coal-Field.—
Beyond the mere statement that thin-coals exist, there is very little

available information on the thickness, position, and (juality of such seams

in the Sydney area. The general geological section' forms the most com-

plete summation of the number of thin-coals in the district. This is divided

into nine sub-sections, commencing at Boulardcrie, and terminating at

Mira Bay. In the first—Boulardcrie—there are ten coals under .? feet

in thickness, intermixed with the better known seams. Sydney Mines

section, the next in order, yields nine coals, all under this thickness. With

the exception of the Glace Bay section, the Victoria district—the next

going eastward—gives the least, showing only five scams, all under 3 feet;

but three of these border on 2'-6"', and over. Lingan shows eight coals,

and Bridgeport, nine; Table Head, thirteen; and Glace Bay, five—with

these five just over one foot; Long Beach, four; Mill Brook, five; and Mira

Bay, five.

It is extremely probable that there are other coals within the actual

Coal Measures that are worth recording, as well as a number outside the

coal strata proper. An example of this is the 15-inch coal three miles

upstream from Sydney River bridge, whose position does not seem to be

marked on the geological sheets. From the state of the opening, it is prob-

afile that the ro..i\ was found after the geological survey was made. The

' See geological lections, commencing paiie 102.
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Sydney Mines section shows, as stated, nine coals under 3 feet; but only

one of which, and that the lower, just reaches 2 feet; the others are less.

Borehole No. 2, Drill N<>. 5, at Cashans Brook bridge, Sydney Mines,

shows two coals 2'-6' and Z'-Q" thick, respectively. It is manifest there-

fore, that there arc a number of gaps, inconsistencies and discrepancies,

that need immediate adjustment, before they are hidden in greater mystery.

Glengarry.—

On page 44, of Memoir No. 59, "Coal-fields and Coal Resources of

Canada"— based, presumably, on data gathered by Hugh Fletcher, the

coal discoveries at Salmon river, Loch Lomond, Cape Breton, N.S., are

said to consist of an exposure showing 36 inches of coal, with stone parting,

'"-arying from a few inches to four feet; and one other occurrence of 18

..chcs. lioth arc mcrked on the geological map dated 1877-1884.

Since 1887, further work in this area has been carried on, and with

intcresti.ig results. The outcrops of two coal beds, with indications of

possibly a third, have been opened up 3 miles to the northeastward of the

Salmon river, with an outcrop towards the other side of the basin, dipping

almost southeast. The fii-t is 2'-10', clean coal, i" exceptional quality,

and proved so far, to be consistent, by means of a borehole almost 700 feet

to the dip, which gives a thickness of 3 feet. The lower coal is badly up-

turned and broken against the Prc-Cambrian strata, and may possibly

represent Mr. Fletcher's 36 inches of coal—but on the other side of this

isolated basin. Between these two beds there are indications of a third

seam— in all likelihood, a dirty coal; while above the first mentioned, is a

fourth, but erratic bed, of much poorer quality. The last two are of little

value.

Between the first and third scams there is, approximately, 1,500 feet

of unknown and unproved strata. This implies that the lowest known seam

will probably exist in the centre of the basin at a considerable depth—

probablv 2,000 to 3,000 feet at the deep. [loint. At one point there is an

inlier of Lower Carboniferous strata that cuts up the area, and there

may be others; but present indications point to fair regularity, although

the district cannot be considered as proved.

Taking the best known seam, and carefully mapping its possible square

area of 4 miles, this would give 11,000,000 tons, and the lower one at 9

square miles, another 17,000,000 tons: a total of 28,000,000 to add to the

coal resources of this district.

River Inhabitants.—
The River Inhabitants upper area contains one coal 18 inches thick.

This was passed through a drillhole (Drill No. 1, Hole No. 2), in the year

1902, but is also recorded in a much earlier section.
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InvemeM.—
This coal-field is generally rcprrscntcd as having four scams: varying

from 3 feet upwards. There are apparently two coals, each 3 feet thick.

The Government drills of 1913, show a somewhr.t diflfrent recorfl, for in

Drillhole No. 2, two seams of coal were found: the first 13 inches, and the

second 39 inches. The other bores, put down at the same time, showed
co.ll of 2'-8''; 2'-2'; and I'-l*. It is assumed that these scarti belong to a

lower uroup where a seam, 2'-6*, is currently reiwrted as existing.

Chimney Comer.

—

The coal-field in this district, is in the nature of a mystery of years

a^o. The only section available is many years old. and shows three thin-

coals: one, 18 inches, and the two lower seams, each 3 feet thick.

Port Hood.—

The most reliable recor-;s of the coal seams in the Port Ho(m1 district

are derived from the rlrillinK done in this field during the years 1907 and
1908. I-rom the drill records plotted, it apjiears that the thick coals of the

area were not touched, so that the coats found are e\itlently exclusive of

those known and considered as the main seams. There is a remarkable

array of thin seams ranging from l'-2" to 3 feet, in all seventeen seams,

giving an aggregate of about 32 fe-.-t of coal. Without accurate sections,

and the exact positions of the boreholes, on a large scale i)lan, it is impos-

sible to tell how many of these coals have bei'u [lassed through twice;

but making a guess it may be correct to assume that, the 2'-S" coal in bore

No. 6, is the same as the one of similar thickness in No. 1, also the same
thickness as that in No. 4, and that recorded as 3-foot coal, in No. 2. To
take the 2'-6' coal in No. 2 as corresponding to the 2-'8" in No. 4, would
probably be placing too great a depth of strata below this seam containing

workable, but thin-coals. I^lsewhere it is stated that Port Ihxxl contains

one coal of 6 to 7 feet, and another thin one of 20 inches. There is a ma-
terial difference in this case between old records and more modern drilling;

hence the question is forced upon us, will or will not there be as great a

difTcrcnce in other fields, if the records are re-examined in the light of

present knowledge—where any has been acquired.

Mabou.

—

From one source it is stated that there are only two coal scams in this

area; while at the same time there is a graphic section in existence which
shows four thick coals. Mr. Fletcher's researches disclosed at least two
thin-couls, approximately IS inches thick, on Coal Mine point and on
Finlay point, respectively, and it is very probable that there are others.
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PICTOC COl'NTY.

The Pictou roal-ficl«l i» gi-niTally lo»iktt| upon as the "star" area in

eastern (atiada, with regard to thick Manj«* c.f coal, and naturally from the
standpoint of tonnage output, the thin-coal» are viewe«l as of relatively-

less importance than in any other district. The graphic section >hown
on page 121 is taken from the Mining Record of March 22, 1916, and indudes
the recent discoveries of Mr. Notebaert in that field. There is, as will !«
seen, one or two thin-coals, but they are intermixed with thick coals,
meaning thereby, coals that are so aUne the average thickness that the
workability of such thin-coals is almost out of reason.

CL.\|UERI,ANl) tOUNTY.
Sprinfthill.-

Accorfling to the section publishe<i in the government report on the
Mining and Metallurgical Industries of Canada, 1907-8, p. 560, this area
contains- -after the first three thick coals—a lower series of thin-coals,
actually showing, in all, ten seams over one foot thick. The thickness
of the strata between many of these scams is very little, and the task of
operating them in the future is going to be something of a problem.

Joftgins Area.—
This area is the "star" area of thin-coals in Nova Scotia, just as the

New Glasgow field is the "star" area of the thick coals. Geological records
show that there is some connexion l)etwecn this area and the Springhill
district; and it is possible that some of the lower coals shown in the Spring-
hill section are the counterpart of those known in the Joggins area. As
usual, however, there is very little known about the seams and their rela-

tionship to each other, beyond a few local results added to information t* -it

has come down from surmises made years ago.

Saltsprings.

A most interesting graphic section is that given by Dr. Gilpin, and taken
from a hitherto unpublished notebook (1880), which shows seven seams of
coal ranging from I'-e' to 3-4" separated by thicknesses of strata 200 to

300 feet. Memoir No. 59 of the Geological Survey, mentions two coals:

one foot, and 2 J feet, respectively.

Other Districts.—

There are many coal-bearing districts in eastern Canada, of which
but little is known. Hearsay reports of coal make up the major part of the
available knowledge. On Debbert river there is a seam which is given as

3 feet thick, shown in Driilliole No. 5 of the Government drill records of
1906, as 6-9*. No. 4 hole of same year, and same district, shows two
seams: the top 7-3"', and the other 4'-10''.
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On Merigomiith iftland, in Pictou rounty, there it an occurrence of an

18-inch coal. North of Truro, coal outcro|>s at several places: Kfmpton,

and Kome other area*; but the information reKarciinii thicknctin, and extent,

consists mainly of rumours. S«)mi' development work has been done at

various points in this ncighlMiurhcKKj, but it has been lost, or remains in

some private pfisscMiion. and probably will never lie available to the

Province.

NEW BRUNSWICK.

This Province is the home of thin-coal mining in eastern Canada, and

•o far as known the LSI million tons ax.iilabic are contained in seams aver-

aKii'K 30 inches or Ics.s. The In-st (!ev<'lf)|H'd and most valuable area is

that of Grand Lake, where the seam ranges frf)m 20 to .V? inches. In the

Beersville area the thickness is less, averaging almut tS inches, and in

Dunsinane alK>ut the same.

In Memoir 59, (G.S.C".) on page 57, dealing with the Bi-ersvilic area.

New Brunswick, the thickness is given as from 18 inches to 10 inches.

In the present working mine the thickness is 16 inches, and in places

goes as low as L?i inchc-s. The average over the field will in all probability

be about 15 inrh('>. The dip is gradual, generally to northeast, and begin-

ning at the depth of 20 feet at Coal Branch, increases going down the Coal

Branch river to 100 feet at Beersville. Below Beersville a fault cuts

across the river at leasst 100 feet down-throw northwards. On the down-

ward side the coal has In-en located. The Ix-d has l)een opened up along

the river from Coal Branch to Beersville, and there is interesting evidence

that a stream was in existence at the time the ln-d of coal was formed.

Old outcrop workings—which arc numerous— have cut into old river beds,

almost on the same level as the existing river.

Two miles west of Coal Branch, and three miles west of Harcojrt,

the undei lying Lower Carbonil'-rous rocks crop out in ihe Salmon river

and its branches. The westward limit of the area is, thercfurc, roughly

about, and parallel to, the line of the Intercolonial railway. Eastward it

certainly goes beyond Beersville, how far, is only conjecture. Even taking

these limits as known, and allowing for probable line of crop northwest-

wards, there is a possible 20 square miles, and probably much more. This

would yield 24,000,000 tons as against the l.?,000,000 estimated in the

Memoir.

In addition, there are a number of other coal-bearing districts which

have been known for years, but despite that fact, the information about

thickness and pmssibilities is probably less now than it was the day they

were first discovered.
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:tions of government boreholes
1902-15.

The plot. ' ;,. r- '.^ 1 put down from Government drills in the years
1902-1915, include every borehole which indicated coal in the drill records.
They seem to show that in the exploration of later years—which is mani-
festly more exact in its recording of the knowledge acquired—that the num-
ber of thin seams either discovered or rediscovered by these drills, is con-
siderably greater than the number of thick coals so found. It is, of course,
certain that some of the boreholes passed through the same seam tvice or
three times in the same district, but this occurred in both thick and thin
sections, hence a comparison of the totals of the number of seams found, if
not actually correct, can, quite conceivably, be relatively so. During these
years, 46 coal seams under 3'-6'' have been drilled through, as against 25
beds over this thickness. This gives 65 per cent of thin-coals found during
the time the Government drills have been in operation. It is known that
the position of some of these drillholes has been lost, which is regrettable,
since an accurate knowledge of the location is useful in determining the
relation of the thick and the thin-coals found in juxtaposition : a subject
that is bound to gain in importance, and be the cause of much conjecture
as the years roll by.

' Stf the M diasrammatic sections at mil of bulletin.
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Tonnage in Thin Seams.

District. Aggregate
tllicknc^s.

Area
sq. miles.

Tonnage. Total tonnage.

Nova Scotia
Cape Breton

U'-O'

14'-0'

ir-0'

6'-0'

.V-0'

lO'-O'

16 (liml)

52 (-ci)

204,800,000
665, 6(H), (KK)Sydney Mines 870.400,000

I-ing.in

('lace Bay

5 (lan.l) '7 2(K).()0()

45 (m ' ''.:."> IHK)

10 (1,11. i 105, '.i;0 '^H:

806.4(K),000

47 (s( ,
' .t<«,, i.CiiO't ' 601,920,000

6 (1,11 ! ' .<>>!:() 00 1
1

New Canipbellton. . .

Mira Bay

24 (s, I

U (Ian!-

20 (tot.ili

l.^K 21(i,()(

4, !.'0,0()

17.5, 800, (K)0

4,.<20.0'>0

192,000,000
2H,0(K),(H)0

1,(KM),(M)0

ir-0'
6'-<)'

6'-0'

7'-0'

8'-0'

lO'-O'
18'-0'

6'-0'

5 (total)

4 .,

8 „

6 ,

JO „

7 „

<) „

44 „

52,800,000
2?, 040, 000
46,08ll.(K10

Chimney Corner
Mainland
New (.lasRow

40,.<20,(X)0

76,800,000
60,200,000
155,520,000
25,5,440,000

i ?86,040,(M)0

New Brunswick
22'
18'

15'

112 (total)

4
20 .

138,000,000
5,760,000

24. 000, (MM)

167,760,(H)0

Comparative Tonnage.

Tonnage.

Tot.il for thick and thin-coals over the same are.i ' metric ton-)
, . , 7,079,968.(K)0

Total for thin-coals over the sime area (metric tons) .?.55.<.8(X1.IH)0

Comparison of tliicknesses in Cape Breton.

Boulardcrie and Svdney Mines
Victoria and Lingan
rd.icc Bay
Port Moricn

Thick.
(.\ggrci;ate).

l.i

M
M
20

NoTF.—To ijet the correct average thickness, tonnage should be taken into account; but

25 feet is sutTicient for present purposes.
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MINING THIN-COALS.

The winning of thin-coal scams is a class of mining which in the nature
of thmgs, must be growing of considerable interest i,i the older coal-fieldsand to the older established companies. As the thicker and more attractiveseams approach exhaustion, the question arises as to whether the thinnerseams are to be considered as capable of being profitably operated; whether
the coal company ,s to cease business; and whether the coal-field is to beabandoned. A decision on either course of action is, to the surroundingcommumty a momentous one; and bearing this in mind, there is much
to be said for the policy of "carry on." Very little is known about thin-
coal mmmg possibilities, consequently, some remarks on this subject
based on actual operation in 15-inch. 18-inch, and 20-inch co.i,, may be of
value, and of interest. But, there is this to be remembered, experience
in mming one thin-coal is no criterion of success in mining another- expe-
rience, however, can greatly add to judgment based on technical knowledge.

PRINCIPAL FACTORS TO BE CONSIDERED.

In thin-coal mining the features that dominate success are (I) the
efficient handling of the extraneous rock overlving the seam- (2) the
quantity removed; and (3) its final disposal. The winning of thin seams
necessitates some of the rock roof being taken down in the workings in
order that a convenient working height may be obtained. The quantity
that has to be handled seemingly depends on ;—

(a) The thickness of the coal.

(b) The nature of the roof.

(c) The arrangement of the mine.
(d) The method of operation.

Rock handling, while usually shown in general cost sheets as a separate
figure in the face cost figures (i.e. so much per ton for "Brushing") also
appears as an incidental charge in the cost per ton deduced from all the
other cost items: owing to the fact that there is less "payable material"
(coal), in every ton of material handled, hauled, or hoisted.

OVERCOMING THE ROCK FACTOR.

The efliciency of haulage, pumping, hoisting, and other mine operations
are at a maximum in thick seams, consequently, no extraordinary or un^
usual methods can be looked for, or expected to be put in operation as
aids to thm-coal mining, in order to overcome the rock cost. Since useless
rock is dislodged and accumulated in mining, and once dislodged, there is no
means of destroying it in the mine, the logical place to effect the needed
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saving in expense is at the place of its production, namely, the coal face.

Two means of effecting this economy present themselves:

—

(1) Direct methods.—Any mining system or appliance that can

be used to reduce the quantity of rock dislodged.

(2) Indirect methods.—Fa ter extraction, and concentration of

output, whereby a greater tonnage is placed against all costs except

actual mining.

Increased coal extraction may become, under some conditions, a direct

method of reducing the quantity of rock mined, since there are roofs which

will make less waste material in the course of mining, if the advance of the

face is accelerated. Generally, however, the great advantage from quicker

coal production at the face comes from a speeding up process of the whole

mine organization: more coal handled through a relatively shorter distance,

at a greater speed. The fact that quicker extraction of the seam sometimes

means profitable operation is verified in those cases of thin-coal mines where

the introduction of improved machinery and methods has not resulted in a

less cost per ton at the face, over the older methods displaced, but which,

nevertheless, prove machine mining to be a success, solely because the

organization created to handle the machine-cut and machine-handled coal

has been so perfected as to give a substantial reduction in all other mining

costs; thus offsetting the increase due to decrease in thickness. Organiza-

tion is, therefore, a very important matter where machine mining is in oper-

ation.

Machine mining as applied to the extraction of thin-coals is the out-

come of the struggle to overcome the handling of excess rock; and no other

economic alternative is available. Mechanical coal cutters are examples

of a means to do this by indirect meth' ' increased tonnage; while con-

veyers are a means to the same end t methods: less rock made.

Loaders, when they become practical i^, ;s, will be in the same cate-

gory as cutters.

METHODS OF OPERATION.

A discussion on mining methods, as practised daily in the winning of

thicker coals, would, ordinarily, involve a consideration of the relative

merits of "Longwall" and "Pillar" extraction—long a subject of much
dispute; but inasmuch as it is thin-coal mining that is under consideration,

this chapter will be confined to a discussion ( ys and means as specially

applicable to such seams.

Hand mining methods are rapidly being displaced by machine mining

operations ; and where the question of the successful mining of a thin-coal

is under consideration, the possibilities of machine mining should be given

first and undivided attention. There are, of course, exceptions to the
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'.Imost universal success of machine methods-
mining is preferable. These are mainly:—

extent'\h^t''Z'^'^"*''°",
'' '•'"'^"^ ^'' °'^'' ^^^^°'-^' «"d to such anextent that the ncreased capital charges involved through the intro-duction of machine mining methods cannot be offset by a sufficien "vlarge gross reduction in cost. This case is intensified ^nthoTesmaM

capiSl!
''™""°" "°"" "'"'^^^"'y '"^-'^-^ - '-8« additi;n to

(b) Where the root conditions, and character of the strata areso inherently weak that they will not stand t'.e greater rifstr^sseldemanded in long wall working.
stresses

extrelTy^'trtuble"
"' "'"'''^ " "'"'^'^"

'^ ^^"'^^^"^ ""^'^^ble. and

z^: r-r:;:t^ -^^^^^^^
mally good roof to become unsuitable for machine longwall mining

smlda^dZLT it"""
' "'"''''' '" '""^ ^" '^°'^'^d "-^g'^n that

a serts of -r "^

.
" .T"^

^"'^^"'^ ^° °b^^''"' ^"^ to retain,

throl^ ?^l^"? f'^'"'-
^P^''^^'''" ^"d suspension-occurring

to ^n -T /"'^f
''"'"'"^""'^''P^^^'^d'y' «P^^-'ion« thus cominf

miKht'mSl
" '

""^*' "''^^--teis are replaced by other men-might militate severely against machine mining.
In those cases where conversion t machine work means a change toentirely new and untried methods, a... m face of a passive or maybe activelabour opposition, the expense of trying to educate the me^to the mwways may completely discount the benefits of the suggested change
The introduction of machine mining was the first step towards brindntrhe potential value of the thin-coals up to their prese.U economic vTe'

thickTes""' """T'' ' ''"'' ^'^"^ "'^^ --''^'-^^ the lowest ^wkab ethickness; now, machine mii.L^ takes out seams down to 12 inche. The

thai
•""" T ;''-' '"^ ^"^^^^ '" ^'"^ ^—f"' --nnovatiln anS he one

Ipp i lb: t'oaiit r' 'z''r'- .

''''^''^'' '^^-'^^y' --•^'- -thoi :?

Ss-a lc.s in'^trr
"' T ^''r'

modifications thereof, it is in thin-

futnr?^n^?\'^'""T'''
'"'''''''"' '"'"'"^ ""'^^ come to mean in thefuture not only undercutting by mechanical appliances, but, in audi-

by potV" Thi""r?''^^^,'r^ r'-'^^'y
'" "^^ ^^"-"^ °^ the co"l

the increvoTn u
"

TI '''^^•^'^P'^-t of applied power to offsetthe increase m wages and other costs brought about through mininethin-coals. And that l,eing so, the longwall system i, the onTIa?
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offers the greatest tonnage within the smallest area, and consequently

piovides the maximum of continuous work with the minimum of lost

time. Conditions, under which machines can be kept going steadily

for eight hours getting coal are preferable to conditions where the work

in each place is a series of separate operations occurring intermittently

during the day.

(b) With thin-coals, under any system whereby the machine

changes from place to place, the amount of coal obtained or work done

in each place becomes very small, since the seam is low and conse-

quently the proportion of time spent to the tonnage cut, in changing

from position to position, automatically rises. While this fact is not

so evident nor so serious in mining the thicker joals, it becomes very

pronounced in the case of the smaller seams.

(c) Concentration of work is also an additional feature of long-

wall working, whereby the problem of handling and attending to

machines and to their outputs, is simplified and manipulated at a

decreased cost rate.

While longwall mining seems the natural path along which thin-

coal operations will develop, the sum total of other considerations may be,

and frequently is, adverse to the introduction of this method. The adverse

factors of greatest importance are:

—

(1) Roof troubles.

(2) Inexperienced labour.

This roof question has a recurring frequency that emphasizes its im-

portance in determining not only the method but also the manner of working

It is worth remembering, however, that this question can be viewed from

another standpoint: which is exemplified in saying that it is, perhaps,

not the condition of the roof that makes the operation successful or other-

wise, but the method of mining. Practice has proved this to be so; some
cases where a coal worked by longwall hand mining had barely success-

ful results, when turned into machine sections were complete failures,

because the quantity of rock then handled became too great. Changing

the direction of the advance of the face through 90 degrees, produced

fairly satisfactory results, since the rock taken down was much less. These

attempts were all made under the same roof; the only changes introduced

were differences in the method of mining. It was the method of working

in this case, therefore, that determined the behaviour of the roof.

The study of the different forms of roof, and their relation to the

various modifications of machine or hand, "Longwall," or "Pillar and
stall" methods of working, is a wide subject, and no two cases seem alike.

Four hypothetical cases can be mentioned:—

•

(1) A roof with heavy pressure and ''short break"—meaning

thereby, a superimposed rock which is continually e.xerting a heavy

pressure through another rock immediateh- over the coal and which

latter rock has, of itself, little adhesion—is inimical to longwall
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working, since the quantity of wastr rock dislodged is far greater than

any reduction of operation cost could overcome. The immediate

overhead rock being of very fine character, runs, on disturbance, like

"meal." Such a roof may cause a seam to be unworkable uikIct any

conditions; but is particularly adverse to machine mining, since even

vibration may cause a break. The "cleats, " "cracks," or "breaks," in

this rock, are so well <levelof)i'<l, and etiualized in three directions,

(extra well-detined stratification and two sets of cleats dose tOKClher

at right angles) that only a continuous solid support would hold it up.

(2) As the distance between the "cleats" or "breaks" increases,

and one set becomes more developed in one direction than another,

the roof acquires more stability, and cohesive f)ower to stand strain

in one direction. In such cases, an alteration of direction of working

would cause a <listinct difference in the behaviour of the rooi. A

pillar section, going in either direction, might be very successful,

owing to the natural solid supports in the form of pillars being correctly

placed. This case still supposes the existence of heavy pressure, but

with the immediate coal roof steadily gaining a strength of its own.

(3) The -ase of the roof with the "short break," but without heavy

pressure above, as in case (2), provided the immediate roof is not too

broken, is largely favourable to machine longwall; for the stone

produced can be used for building purjwses, packs, and pack walls,

while the pressure is neither so great, nor so sudden, as to disturb

the stone walls before they take the weight. There arc conditions

here, also, where the working again determines the roof conditions. F"or

example, a roof under which a face is advancing at the rate of only

18 inches per day, hand mining may prove difficult to hold, owing to the

pressure getting time to weigh on the artificial supports and perhaps

getting out of control; but if a machine is installed, which advances

the face from 4 to 6 feet per day, the rate of progress is trebled, and the

pressure has somewhat less time to exert its troublesome and costly

influence before a new exposure of roof is made, under which the miner

works in greater safety.

(4) Machine longwall is most successful where the roof has great

adhesive power, and little immediate direct pressure, but it is also

conceivable that adhesion might be so great as to produce no packing

stone, and be a cause of additional trouble through excessive falls

and bumps: subsidences that take place when the long stretch of un-

supported roof and unbroken strata behind the coal face becomes too

great to be sustained by artificial means, and which, in falling, crushes

through roads right up to the line of the workings.

Between these four cases there are innumerable variations of all sorts

and conditions, hence it frequendy happens that roof possibilities can only

be judged, and final success arrived at, by a process of tri.nl and elimination.

Machine mining helps to attain better control of the roofs, as witness

the conditions in any old hand mined longwall working, set out without
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patience, much tact, and a steady educational eflort, before the results

desired are attained.

MACHINE MINING.

The miner of thin-coals being constrained to ofTsct cost, in some way,

endeavours to do so as near to the seat of trouble as {wssible, nanu-iy,

in and at the coal face itself ; and with iirartical exjicrience of hand meth-

ods at the maximum efficiency in the mining of thick seams, he must of

necessity i.iquire into, and adopt, some way of extracting the thin-coals,

so that he will get lietter results per ton, per man, than can be achieved

by actual man-jxiwer. The only alternative is machine operation, hciue,

machine mining' has come into gentr.d practice, and is, under awr.i^'e

conditions, essential to success in thin-coal mining. By machine work,

however, is meant not merely the accomplisiiment of just one portion of the

work, but the (juestion of the application of power to the whole oper.ilion

of j;clting the coal: from the commencement of the undercutting, to the

pl.ii ing of the coal into the mine cars. To adopt ,m .ii)i)liance i> to accom-

I)li-h only a part of the work, it is a task half done: a method thai can ne\ t

give the best results until the remaining parts are also worked on a similar

basis. The half that is done by machine is alw.iys waiting on the iialf that

is doiu' by hand, and is retarded by it, involving .i consequent lowerirti, of

cffkieiuy, and an inevitable increase in cost.

The pretlominant factors in thin-coal mining success are (I) less

rock dislodgetl; (2) increased tonnage; and (3), increaseil concentration

of effort, by the same working force. The last of these essentials can only

mean rapid face advance, and in attaining that the .cgular cycle of face

oix'ration should be continuous: the one following the othir without rest,

irrespective of hours worked. But, inasmuch as labour imposes conditions

relative to the number of lawful hours a man may work, the succetsful

application of the economic law of continous operation has to be carried

out unde, a proper arrangement of cutting hours, over a definite length

of face, in a certain loading time, and limited repair hours: in a word,

involves .systematic organization and design. Speed in mining is only

possible in its entirety by having all the n >r operations of the face done

by machine, and until operators realize the fact that, the adoption of

one type of machine is only a partial relief from their necessities, the thin-

coals problem will still remain only half solved, and can only be approached

with caution, and be viewed with apprehension, because certain useful

knowledge is wanting. Lack of knowledge breeds fear and hesitation,

and both these are elements of failure. What is wanttnd is, a bolder policy;

and the citizens of a country where the thin-coal question has become acute,

have a right to expect it from those in possession of coal lands, and who

possess capital to prosecute the necessary experimental work. With the

subject of thin-coals facing them and a closer union betv.xt-n the operator

and the manufacturers, there is no reason why the machine problems

of the thin-coal mine should not be satisfactorily and successfully solved.
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It it. true to-day that some of the typcti of machines for thin-coal work
are only m their infancy: inijH-rfectly designed, and crudely made; but
the fact that this is so, is somewhat due to lack of demand, and more so
throuKh the mability of the coal ofxralor to state clearly what is wanted.A Rreat and successful advance in machine methods has taken place in
recent years, and it is certain that there will Ik: a greater one in the near
future. Past exfjerience has shown, that once the demand for sF)ecial
labour-saving machinery is established, by the realization and concrete
expression of the requirements for this or any other class of mining, the
machine needed has always Ijcen forthcoming.

In thin, as in thick coal mining, four major operations are involved
in the process of extracting the coal: (1) undercutting the scam; (2)
breaking down the coal; (3) loading away; and (4) attending .o the sup-
port of the face and roads. Undercutting—the hardest part of the miner's
work—was the first to be done by machine, with results now well known.
as shown in the utilization of undercutting machines in ever increasing
numbers. The breaking down of the coal is the oldest part of the work
carrie<i out by a power agent, namely, explosives; but this has, to some
extent, been directly influenced by the introduction of the cutter.

In older longwall systems, when the tonnage of coal obtained
from the seam was relatively smaller, few roads were required to take
away the coal. In the newer machine-mined sections, however, where
more -oal is obtained per day, it was found that additional roads were
needed in order to ensure that the day's cut of coal was certain to be loaded
away, to make room for the ne.M , chine-cut, at night. This, in turn
meant more fallen stone work f. -

, . , y road in the section, and in addition
there was a faster and a greater shovelling of the coal to the roadluad.
To overcome these conditions, the face conveyer was inventwl, which re-
duced the rock handling in the roadhead, by the simple expedient of elim-
inating all roads except one or two, such as the main hauling road, and a
ventilation road. Further, it provided the miner with an appliance immed-
iately at his back, into which he loaded his coal, thus also eliminating
the turning over and shovelling of the coal along the face, which is not
only an a-duous task in the cramped quarters, but an operation that took
up half the miner's time, and added to the breakage produced.

The loading of the coal into the conveyer is the last operation still
being done by hand. To get machines to accomplish this work—which
should be the case—there is yet t-^ come into existence the low, underground

,

coal loader: a travelling machine like the coal cutter, which will pass up
the face after the web of coal has been broken down, and will load it into
the conveyer at its side.

Machine mining has, generally, the following economic advantages:—
(a) A much increased output from a given area.

(b) The undercutting cost is less, by the large increase of output
per man.
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(c) Owing to better and aclvantaKeou!) control of the roof Se

cost of timbering and explosives are both reduce<l.

(d) Better coal is produced: less slack being cut by the machine

than by hand mining.

(e) There is greater safety at the face.

The most important point is, the recoKnitiop h> manaKcmcnt and

men alike, of the changed conditions introduced in the mine: such as piece

work division of the labour; "tuning up" needed with the increased output;

and the regularity of service. The foregoing as well as the following remarks

apply equally well to conveying and loading operations.

Laying out Workings.—

Under the longwall machine methrxl, there are three ways of

extracting the coal, each of which has its own advantages:

—

(1) Longwall advancing—the more common way—is practisetl

mainly because it produces an immediate return on capiti'.l invested:

does not demand as large an expenditure on plant and material before

the nature of the field is determined, and before all the capital is

spent; and is, moreover, the easiest way to explore a district or area

where the exploitation of other coals is dependent on the information

gathered from the working of the first.

(2) Longwall retreating—the system advocated generally, be-

cause the outlet roads are maintained in the solid coal, instead of being

maintained in disturbed strata; the system considered as specially

suitable in the case of weak roofs. With thin-coals—where the cost of

holding these roads is much increaMtl owing to stone having to be

taken down, together with less return from coal mined—this method
is not so attractive as in thicker beds.

Working on a return system also involves the outlay of a very large

amount of capital, in development work. Frequently, the claim is made
of much cheap oration by this system, but this in a large measure is

accounted for by cnarging development work in the one case to capital,

and in the other against the cost per ton.

(3) Panel working of longwall—a compromise bt^tween the other

two methods—has the advantages or disadvantages of both, according

as other conditions cause the proposals to weigh one way or the other.

The details which go towards the planning of a mine, are, in either

system, about as varied as the conditions under which they arc applied;

but as far as thin-coals are in question, the most potent factor in l;iying

out the workings is the extra cost entailwi in development work, which is

partly due to work in stone and partly in coal ; the troublesome maintenance

of roads in waste under certain types of roofs; and the proper relationship

of development work to mining coal, keeping in mind the relatively small

tonnage obtainable from each panel or any other subdivision of a workable

area.
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Undercuttlnit Mnchlnei.-

SftiiiK that comlitionH arc sin h that ' ngwall syMems arc moot suitable
for thin-.oals. it fcilli.ws that the udcrtii.n of machines capable of giving
Burcess, iit of some interest.

Three tyiH-s of machine are in common use. and are available, namely.
Ih.. Chain, the Bar. ..nd the Disc. Of these, the Chain" is the most cos-
mojxiliian. Kstablished pr.ictice and usage is commonly the reason why
a lertain tyjx- is a favourite in any particular country and district; but
iK-yond a few outstanding advantages in any one type, allowing for a<l.i()ta-
bdity to certain s|)ecial conditions, there is no reason why anv design should
not be almost eriually successful. The outstanding features that cause
disagreement in selection of types are the trouble said to arise from the
disc machines when operating in coals that part readily, and where ileep
undercutting is indulged in, owing to the coal falling down and jamming
the cutter, and the inability of the cutter to cut into its own work. Advo-
cates of the other tyf)es also mention the noise made by this machine, as a
trouble and danger that should eliminate it from the market. On the other
hand, advcnates of the disc type pf)int to the early troubles of the chain
machine, mainly the want of jwwer; to the frequent weakness of the bar
in cutting a tough coal; to the fact that those machines in a soft coal make
much dust—a danger in face work where gas exists—which is certainly
an unsaleable prtnluct; and to the trouble of manipulating the cutter in
thin-coals at the end of the day's run. Taking, however, an average
coal suitable for machine mining, the success of the venture does not depend
so much on the choice of the machine installed, as on certain other con-
ditions that are matters of actual operation: all dependent on the use of a
machine of trif-d capacity. It is only in exceptional rases, where some
spc-cial ailvantage which one majhine possesses over another, that choice
is made of a particularly suitable appliance.

The first general requisite in a machine for working in thin-roal i>

adequate [lower in a minimum of sp.ice. A machine that is deficient in
power is a source of continual trouble; it "balks" and jams continii.,lly,
where-<T a tougher piece of work than the ordinary is encountered, and, as
a result, its actual cutting time becomes so limited that either the length
of the face cut in the night has to be shortenc-d, or the cutting shift has al-
ways to work overtime. In the early days of machine mining want of
F)ower was a frequent .source of trouble, and sometimes of actual failure.
It oft.n happenc-d that machine men descended at six (.clock in the evening
and did not reach the surface again until ten in the morning. Hence,
time and labour were heavier ends in the balance of costs, than i^ower.

//f/i,'.'./ of Machine.—Height is an equally import.int fa( tor. With
the thin-coals it is sometimes difficult, for mechanical reasons, to get the
cutter that will "crawl" along Utweeii liie roof and pavement, sutticiently
low. Generally, a machine should be selectH which has inches to spare,
since not a few coals are subject to slight fluctuations in thickness; and
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where thin occurs, in cutting, it necessitates hn-akinR ami taking <lown the

roof to pasr, the machine. Wheels versus Hats or skids, are elements in

'u'ight, with the preference for skids; not i nly In-cause of the few inc'hi

gaiiiefl, but because they eliminate the trouble due to the u»c' of a track

along the face, and the problem of staying a machine tightly U[» to its wf)rk

—

especially when working in a tough coal.

Conveyor.

—

The selection of a conveyer is governed more by actual mining con-

ditions than is a coal cutter. Such features in the arrangement of the sec-

tion as inclination of the coal seams, undulation or otherwise of the strata,

have a considerable bearing on the success or failure of a conveyer; and these

arc questions quite apart from thi tonnage to Ijc handled. Conveyers

of all types can generally be found of sufficient size to deal with all the ton-

nage made, hence it is these other questions that must decide the character

of the appliance to be employed.

Search for reliable conveyers is not confined entirely to one type,

since, conveyer operations being now well develojxcl in the oldest coal-fields,

there is a choice of three systems, each of which has its advantages, and
disadvantages. These may be classified as follows:

—

(A) Those that are developments of haulage systems.

(B) „ „ „ „ „ sh king screen system.

(C) „ „ „ „ „ conveyer or chain belt system.

Further, there is a choice of at least three machines; each accom-

plishing the work under system (A); two under (B); and two under (C);

and it is quite possible that there arc others. With regard to the question

of manufacture, machines under system A are usually the prtxluct of the

blacksmith shop; (B) has developed from European continental practice

—

where it is largely used; while (C) the last—in several forms— is now being

put on the market in the United States and other countries.

In considering the use of any conveyer, h(n\ever, it is well to remember
that success is not merely a cjuestion of selecting a suitable maehinc—far

from it. A clear recognition of the facts tliat gootl organization and nxu-
larity of operation are essential, has as much to do with reducing costs as

the purcha>e of a suitable machine.

It is not easy to classify the conditions which render any particular

conveyer most suitable. Briefly, the main limiting features of each tyne

are;

—

(A) Being low, it is suitable for very thin seams, say two feet

and under; requires to be operated in sections with a centre main
road; it is not so applicable to sections working across the dip, since

this means hauling up the hill: requires a special man on the engine:

is intermittent in its delivery, and consequently its operation requires

to be well synchronized with the arrival of the cars at the face, other-

wise, either the men on one side are idle, waiting their turn to load,
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or a half loaded trip results. It is suitable for seams with an undulat-

ing pavement, and will operate across a faulted face without trouble,

except the need of additional power. Is very easy to shift; will deliver

props, etc., from the main road to the men at the face; requires a

bridge across the road, and props to hold deflecting knives, which must

all be moved with the conveyer.

(B) Being an average 9 inches from pavement, is suitable for

very thin seams, is very suitable for inclined seams; but is troublesome

on a pavement with rolls or hollows; is not so easy to shift as system

(A); being continuous in operation the loader at the cars can attend

to the engine, saving one man's wages. Cannot be reversed, and so

will not deliver supplies to the men; requires very little power, is

ideal for air drives, and awkward for electrical drives unless a move-

able electrical air compressor be used ; delivery is continuous, and so

loading cars is independent of men loading conveyer; requires no bridge

across the loading road—which is, consequently, clear, can he made
to take any stone in on one side of the conveyer, and discharge it on

the opposite side, at any intermediary point between the top and bot-

tom of the conveyer; requires no tension arrangement.

(C) Is continuous in operation : is not suitable for very thin scams,

owing to its height; can be reversed, and will deliver timber to the

men ; requires no bridge across the road ; is ideal for electrical drives,

but awkward for air; will operate in a section with two roads; needs

a tension arrangement at top of section; is awkward on a rolling

floor, but is more flexible than (B) in this respect.

Conveyer operation provides the following advantages:

—

(a) Concentration of the machine output at a point where

projjer preparations can be made to meet it.

(b) Only one or two roads are needed in each section; which repre-

sents, in many cases, a big saving in cost of building packs, getting

down the roof, and repairing, say, ten roads as against two.

(c) Disappearance of lines of roof weakness due to road bushing,

with consequent continuation of the policy of roof control—first

introduced with the conveying machine.

(d) Steady, systematic, timbering, giving greater safety.

(e) Increased output per man, due to greater ease in loading,

with consequent reduction of costs.

An advantage sometimes claimed is, the larger proportion of round

coal brought out from the f.=irp; hut this is doubtful; while the alleged

disadvantage, often stated, that more dust is produced in the faces, does

not seem to be borne out in practice.
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In operation, a conveyer follows much on the lines of machine wall.

The face must be straight, and, with certain types, without undulations.

When machine and conveyer are both in use, regular propping is required,

since space is needed, first for the machine, and then for the conveyer.

The main haulage road, to be adequate for its purpose, must be double

width, to allow of a double track, and should be kept about 50 feet in

advance of the usual face line. This provides a space in which to manipu-

late the large number of boxes required for loading. Inasmuch as these

boxes have to be placed under the conveyer head, the pavement of the

scam is lifted to a depth sufficient to allow of this. As a rule this pavement

is lifted every third night—while the machine is cutting. In order to avoid

having to keep a road in advance of the usual face line, a second short

conveyer—always of the continuous type—has sometimes been used.

The face conveyer discharges at right , 's into the road conveyer, which,

in turn, raises the coal a sufficient he t-i ich the boxes. An ingenious

turntable has been operated with thi» :>; nveyer, rotating the tubs

from one road to the other, in front of the aischarging end. It has the

advantage of causing no cessation of loading when shifting and putting

in a fresh trip of boxes. With the road conveyer a double road is required

just the same, one line being occupied by the conveyer and the other by the

empty boxes, and any extra height required is obtained by taking down

the roof. The necessity of having a good system at the loading end will

be manifest when it is considered that 400 boxes or more may have to be

dealt with there, in one day.

In seams with any inclination, a second bottom road, parallel to the

loading road, is good practice. This is due to the tendency of the roof

weight to slide down hill, hence this second road, placed beloNV the loading

road, acts as a safety valve, into which roof pressure can exhaust itself

without causing excessive crush on the working level.

Shifting the conveyer is an operation usually carried out at night

while the cutter is 'unning. Six men on the average is sufficient, depending

on the length and type of conveyer, and one or two conveyers may be shifted

each night. Sometimes this work is performed on contract.

As with the cutting machines, so with the conveyers, success in working

depends on the recognition of the principle that the workings must be

arranged to suit the conveyer, and not vice versa; and the system adopted

plays a large part in operation. It would be poor policy to concentrate

200 tons at the roadhead, and then have no effective means of taking the

quantity to the shaft. The same remark applies to timbering and loading.

Using machines and conveyers, the operation of the roof being steady and

continuous, it is possible to set the necessary timber at regular intervals

and in line. This practice facilitates both the operation and shifting of the

machines. Where there is much timbering required, this is best done by

special men who should be attached to the squad detailed to shift the

conveyer. In working, all the coal cut must be removed straightway,
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to make room for the next machine run; and should any loaders not turnout, others must be found to take their place.

•J
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Kig. 8. The ideal thin-coal operation.

Loaders.—
So far, the type of machine which—for the purposes of this report

will be called the underground loader for thin-coal longwail mining-
is to-day unknown; but it cannot be denied that as the general
mining of thin-coals extends, the need for the introduction of such loaders
will become better appreciated: and it will be recognized that their sphere
of work is as important, in their own particular part of face operation, as
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that of a coal cutter or conveyer, in theirs. Each, in fact, is the logical

counterpart of the other.

_J To show clearly the use of the loader, it is interesting to follow a ton

? of coal from the face outwards. Formerly, the coal was undercut by hand;
broken-down by hand; shovelled up or down the face to the roadhe .u by
hand ; loaded into the mine cars by hand ; the cars shoved to a collection

point by hand; and from thence, by mule, to the haulage way. It will

be seen that there are here four major operations at the face, conducted

by man power. With the introduction of machines, certain of these opera-

tions were greatly accelerated. The undercutting was first done by ma-
chine; and the coal broken down easier—partly due to the use of the

machine. Lifting the coal is still done by hand, along the face, but the coal

is loaded into the mine cars by the conveyer, and the mine cars are picked

up by the haulage direct from the end of the conveyer. Here then, two
operations previously done by hand are now done by machine, with an
admitted increase in efficiency, on average operations, together with a
considerable decrease in cost.

The result is attained through the co-ordination of effort to obtain

more coal per man employed, by providing the man with appliances whereby
with the same expenditure of energy and labour previously used in handling
the smaller amount by hand, a greater tonnage is produced daily; but
there still remains one major part of the work which is hand done in thin-

coals, and that is, the loading of the coals into the conveyer. It is in filling

this gap, in doing this work more economically, that the field for the mechan-
ical loader exists. With its introduction and sut ' use, another step

towards increased efficiency and economy in thin-coc i 'ng will have been
taken; then, the modern era of completely machine-n \ thin-coals may
be said to have begun. .An underground loader will naturally work best,

like most other mechanical appliances, when and where there is a con-
tinuous work period ahead of it, and such a condition is presented in the

machine-cut longwall face, more than in any other type of coal mining
in thin seams. In the longwall face a continuous web of coal—50 to 500
tons—is, say, ready waiting to be lifted from the pavement into the con-

veyer. To effect this, a regular succession of varied operations takes place

within a short period, hence operating under any other .system in a thin-

coal, the time spent in moving a loader from place to place would be greater

than the time spent in useful work.

A loader has, of course, to be designed to suit the conditions under
which it has to operate, and due to those conditions this design will have to

be a radical alteration from any known loader at present being used in

underground mining. Some of the necessary requirements of the longwail

^ loader, suitable for thin-coal seams, can be stated:

—

I (1) In general appearance the loader will require to follow the
lines of the longwall coal cutter: that is, with outside dimensions
approximating 10 feet long, 3 feet wide, and 16 inches high. Expe-
rience in coal cutters has demonstrated that these are about the limits
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of size; ind makers of loaders might as well benefit from previous
practice instead of beginning experimentation afresh.

(2) The loader will require to be self-propelling; but in a different
fashion to the coal cutter, which, usually, hauls itself along with a
rope: the best possible means will probably be the chain tread. The
loader has to "cat up" its work as it goes forward, and it requires to
travel at the same rate as the coal cutter, in order that the face can
be properly cleaned up within a reasonable time.

(3) The loading mechanism must be at the front, since the machine
has to tackle what is practically a ridge of coal of small height and
width, but of consider, ,)le length; and it has to travel in the path
it clears for itself.

(4) The loading mechanism must be capable of dealing with the
lumps and dust at the same time.

(5) The height the material has to be lifted, and the distance it

has to be dumped, are both matters of inches.

(6) Whatever may be the actual amount of power required to do
the work, sufficient surplus is a necessity, so that "speeding up" may
be indulged in—in the event of lost time occurring; and also, that the
loading of stone as well as coal may be done.

In the thin-coal longwall face, space is at a premium, and is limited
in two ways, height and width, consequently, a loader has to be as low as
the cutter in running. Generally, to be successful, a loader needs, there-
fore, to have sufficient propelling power of its own to give it at least the same
progress as the wall cutter, namely, 15 to 20 inches per minute, approxi-
mately; but about double this speed would be better practice, since this
would allow for any loss of time due to breakdown, and also give the machine
an opportunity to exercise the reciprocating motion essential in giving the
"thrust" in shovelling. Neither skids nor wheels appear very suitable
to a loader; with wheels, two tracks will often be needed; while with skids
progress must be in one direction, and the machine cannot back to take a
special thrust forward. At best, a loader has to travel over a rough floor,
hence the best possible arrangement to suit all conditions would probably
be a design using either a "caterpillar," or endless chain tread. Loading
for longwall purposes must be sideways to the passage of the machine,
therefore, it is necessary that the machines be built as low as the regulation
height for coal cutters has come to be. The thrust forward of the shovel
is an important point: this should be as great as possible, consequently an
engine which provides a large margin of power is much to be preferred.
The actual shovelling principle is a matter of choice, dictated by the limiting
space, and can doubtless be either intermittent or continuous, but another
provision is imperative, namely, that its loading arrangement be such
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that it will raise the coal just enough to tip it over the lip of the conveyer,

in order to avoid the jamming of large lumps between the roof and the

machines. The second limiting factor is the width. First comes the solid

coal, then the broken coal, and then the line of the conveyer. A loader

therefore has to start at the end of the face, either from top or bottom;

and load the coal sideways into the conveyer, while travelling forward

in its own path. There is no room for any other method of operation.

A machine wall may produce from 150 to 300 tons of coal lying in one

straight line, so that loading becomes a continuous operation. Consider-

ing that filling by hand gives about 6 tons per man, per hour, under coal

cutter conditions, whereas the loader could average 20 to 40 tons per hour,

the whole face can easily be cleaned up by the one machine and two men,
instead of 30 to SO men. Not only this, but a loading machine cleans up as

it goes, from one end to the other, consequently, the coal cutter can immed-
iately follow up the loader. By this means the rate of progress, in any one
section, would be very nearly doubled, likewise the output. It ought to be
quite possible to obtain 500 tons per day from a 100 yard face; and this

should be produced by the machine, with a squad of 50 men, bringing

the tonnage up to about 10 tons per man. Given an allowance for interest

and depreciation on the combinations of machines used, the cost of produc-

tion cannot be otherwise than low. Further, the system has the great

advantage of concentration of output, and would help to solve a pressing

labour problem.

ORGANIZATION.

Organization in thin-coal mining means concentrating attention on a
considerable number of factors that are quite apart from questions relating

to the efficiency of the various machine types. It is one thing to choose

successfully the best type of appliance, it is another to get it properly

running in the mine, and in addition, to get the maximum return therefrom.

Formerly, when hand mining in longwall faces was the only practice,

and operations possibly appeared more leisurely, they nevertheless were
performed in accordance with the standard of speed then set up, namely,

the amount of coal turned out per man per day at the face. The manage-
ment of those days knew that if there were so many men at the face pro-

ducing coal, there would be required so many other men on haulage; so

many on repairs; so many on timbering; and so many [ rforming other

duties. The introduction of machines has set up a new and faster stand-

ard, hence, if thin-coal mining is to be a success, all work, from the face

outwards, has to conform to this increased speed of production. This
means, that the mere installation of machines to mine the coal is not simply
a question of starting the machine to work, but it also involves a study of

handling methods, from the face to the cars. Contrasted with hand mining
methods, there is from a modern machine face, three to four times the
amount of coal coming "out" by the same roads, to be handled by the
same or improved appliances; and conversely, three or four times more
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supplies requiring to be taken "in" against the increased outward traffic
and to be used without interfering with the work, or causing loss of time'
All this demands well planned organization.

(a) Level and dip workiii, with swinging conveyer.

"^::g

(b) Conveyer cars and road bridge on centre arranged section.

Fig. 9.

To attain the best possible results, it is of primary importance that all
calculations and arrangement should be based on the performance of the
weakest link in the system, and that the weakest link must be an actual
part of the machine mining at the face. All machine mining means con-
tinuous production at higher pressure, hence it is useless to spend time
thought, and trouble in an endeavour to create perfect operation at the
face, if there is some point along the haulage ways where, as the coal goes
outwards the output becomes restricted through inability to handle the
cars or for some other reason. In some mines-«hortly after twelve in
the day-there is such a spot, where it is common practice to find, daily,
all the available underground labour concentrated in a vain endeavour
to push the output through by sheer man power. The process resembles
trying to rush a flock of sheep from one field into another through a narrow
gateway only capable of passing one animal at a time: the consequence
Cteing, that there is an immediate jam.

Where, however, the work is based on the weakest link-whether it
be the cutter, or the conveyer, or the loader-the other operations are then
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in a position to be tuned to proper co-ordination. A cutter has not, usually,

a great deal of time to spare, therefore, a stoppage from outside causes,

such as the previous day's coal not being loaded away, certainly means the

loss of that night's cutting shift, and the next day's coal, which means a

considerable increase i cost. A few such occurrences each month will

soon smother all the profit there may be in the mining of the coal. SmtKith,

steady operation has to bo maintained. A cutter making good time cannot

afford to wait for a timber supply; but a grxxl timber supply can afford

to wait on a mishap to the cutter, with less loss in the operations generally.

Time Schedule.—
A time schedule properly thought out, and arranged on a liberal

basis is a considerable help. In the first place, it impresses on all concerned

the necessity of having every part of the operations finished on time, as

against the condition of affairs whereby a timber supply dawdles in during

the morning, when loading has commenced, and time cannot be spared

to do the timbering work; and in the second place, it helps to fix responsi-

bility. A successful machine section is built up on a series of separate,

but independent efforts; hence, where there is constant grumbling, and

repeated blaming of some other part of the work for delays, or where

men have to be taken from other work to chase car supplies, or to do special

track work, such a section can only be transformed into proper working

order, by adopting a system of time allowance for each part of the work,

and insisting that the particular operation be commenced and finished

within a specified number of hours. Of course, the time allowed must be

liberal. There are many cases of delay that are incidental to the work:

st(jppages which are not caused by any want of thought on the part of work-

men or management: such as a power failure; a piece of extra bad roof;

or a band of "sulphur balls" in the cutter path. Allowance has to be made

for these possibilities. But such matters as no machine oil, no timber,

or no mine cars, should not be passed over lightly. A bonus system is

sometimes a considerable help toward keeping schedule time; but requires

to be very carefully worked out, and keenly watched when in operation.

Preparation of the Workings.—
As the conditions which prevail under hand mining are, in the majority

of cases, quite unsuited to machine work, the workings must be properly

prepared before commencing. Everything possible to expedite this should

be done, since, with machines, a certain amount of work has to be performed

within a definite time. The men must be well placed, and know exactly

what is require I of them. The roads should be short, and well graded,

as about three times the tonnage has to be handled without fail under the

new conditions. If regularity is not maintained, a loss of a night's cut is

the usual penalty, and a succession of such defaults will soon make the

machine a costly innovation. Supplies should be carefully attended to.
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Zt L ? '" *"*' way-^pecially at the boginninfc They shouldbe stored at certam central spots, but always under the officia ey^ and jI<st kept of what .s needed, and how of-n. All this dam carXl vTrcpared, means a saving in the future.
tareiully pre-

tNOINC

tig. 10. Rope arrangement, with intermittent ronveyrr.

Opening out Machine Walls.—

h..t ,?'^"i'^
°"'

'"^''f''"^
'^^"'' '"^ ^°"^ ^y h^"d. is slow and tedious work-but m modern practice the machine itself is frequently used in carT^-nJ

In a face to the d.p. one end of the wall should be in advance of the otier"

maLin^ th.^ Z
"'''' "'" «^^"^^*^ ^° «"^ P°'"^ '" ^^e workings By

walls the coal is easily broken down, and a considerable tonnage resultsIn a level seam, where cutting can take place practically in any wT^-!:

white In ore/"T""["''• ^"^' "^^'''"^ '""'^ -^ ^ development to another;
while m panel work, working out the panels automatically lays out the wall.

Working Operations.—

the d?v' "\T' r'"'' '' '° ""^''^ "' "'«^'- ^'^^ ^«^' be'"^ fi"«l duringthe day. Machmes can cut two ways: back and forward each alternaten.ght, over a certain length of face, or only in one direction the macWnebemg run at the end of the shift, from one end of the sectic. to thTother
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This latter operation causes a waste of time, and is an awkward and costly

method, and is seldom applied, except in mining thick seams, wh' re it

takes more than one shift to clear way the coal. In some collieries,

where conditions are gotxl, as many as five cutters follow each other in

regular succession over one long face.

aV STAOC- MACHINC AND CONVCYtK

Fig. 11. Three succus-iive stages in the longwall dcvclopnu-nt of a thin-coal coal
28 inches. (Roads made straight at |x)ints \ and B.)

Loading, and conveyer work, is done by the day shift, and after the

coal is cleared away should come the timber and repair shifts. At night,

the conveyer is shifted forward, or run into the section again.
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Working the Machine—
The operating of any cutter ii.uld b«- under the care o< ntclligent

and steady workmen. In the pa-i. here has probablv been no type „t
machine subjected to harder usaj;. . The machine-operator »hould In
able to make slight repairs, and I.,,, the cutter in gocKl running order.
I heir shift hhould start at least an ' ur 'xifore cutting commences, in order
that all details !« well overhauled W.en the machine is running the
operators duties are to guide an.l c ntrol its movements. The man
behind attends to the power conn vi, ihe cleaning out ..f the small
coal, and the setting up of th- pr. . orally speaking, it pays to pro-
vide special tinilxT men. wh.«t •

, ., .:, ,t .f timbering the maihin runm advance of the machine, and > om. .h.i Hould commence at least four
hours before coal cutting ..(H-rai. ,n , ,v„ Where the work of the coal
face IS dividetl like this into piec, wo, I „„ becom • more expert at the
jK.rtion of the task assigned to i -m the g neral .ffidency rise.,
all of which tends to the success uf i ^ . ,.

JU»-^0*T«

Kig. 12. Belt I'lnvcycrconiinK uphill.

Regular progress reports should be ma.le by the machincman. day
by day; stating the time lost, and giving reasons for the delays. These
reports form a valuable means of comparison and control.

Holing.—

As a rule, holing is done in the bottom of the scam, for the same reason
that the miner undercuts there, namely, taking advantage of the rool
weight. Hoi.ng in any dirt band that may underlie the coal is not always
advisable, as it sometimes leads to trouble in filling, and except in very
thin seams—where height is a consideration—holing is best done in the
coal. Certain conditions, such as a band of bad coal, or a soft clay higher
up in the seam, may cause holing to be done there; but care should be taken
that the portion below the holing has a good parting from the floor, other-
wise trouble will result in lifting this pavement coal. Holing in the coal,m thin scams, cuts down the proportion of marketable product considerably
If there is a dirt band under the coal that can be cut by the cutter, it is a
saving to do it there.
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lU'pth of IntltTCUt.—

The depth of u.-tdcrcut is a matter «)f rx|H'rifiuT and opinion, and is

niainly Ko\tTnrd liy the lt'^t cloptli at which ihi- loal will hnak tasily,

\i( not too riMilily, so as to avoid any l»riMkai;i' of thr coal at top ol the

machine.

Ilcljlht.--

The question of height is of great itnfwirtance when mining thin M-ams.

WIiciv thf thirkt -s of the >eani nets down to IS and JO-inch -utions,

tAcry inch in heij,,ht ronnts. Hy ll^in^; skid- or llats, a few iiii In-, i-. K.iined

over wliecls, Witli thin sec t ions the ( iitiiny ouuht to 1k' ki pt at tlie pave-

ment, since any ci.d left has to be afler\\,iri|>- lifted, in onltr to maintain

,he htiuhl, thus causin^; extra work. In iisinj, nt.d i utters in tiiiii ^eains,

pro\ ion should he made fur any likely di'crease in section. (ultiiiK under

the loal also gives a few inches. \\ here thin-coals li.ne t<i Iw cut al)o\e the

coal, the conditions au-, usually a seani that lifts e,i ily fn.ni the pa\fnient,

and a shale h.ind innnedi.ileh' aI>o\'e tin- coal, wliiili cannot be held up,

but has to come down in the ccjurse of operation.

OPCItATINO f A C t

THIS convtycif >^oyco romwAno

A^MANGLMCNT^TI^O COM\/CVt.Ha
oftnATto mom out tuoiNL,
ftO^C ANO LCI^Cff THANSMiaaiON-
tUnO^tAN CONTINCNTAL mACTIC£

r
THIS CONVtYtm
LLNOTHtNCO
LATCIt CNOINt
IMSTALLtO

kt A I H L CVtL

riv;. 13.

Operating.

—

In getting ready to start cutting, the coal f.uc from end to enil should

be as straight as possible. I sualh'. howe\»r, .i lonj;wall f.ice gradually

assumes an almost semi-circular form, and wlure ilie outlet road of the

section is in the centre, this form suits just as well, although it i^ apt to
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cause falls in the roads, owing to the tendency of the lines of roof pressure
to converge. A straight line face permits of the weight being more evenly
distributed. anil brings down the coal in a regular manner. There are seam^
where the pressure can be regulated so as to allow the coal to fall, without
blasting, a few yards behind the ma( hine. Tinilx-ring shoukl also be regu-
lar, each i)rop being a nie.isured distance from the coal, and from the next
in line.

With conveyers, a straight line face is a necessity, just as much as a
straight road is to a haulage system. In commencing loading, a plentiful
supply of cars means a "non-stop run."

Direction of Working Face.—

The direction of the working face is mainly determined either by the
mchnation, or by the cleat of the coal—where extra well developed. In
the majority of cases, however, undercutting by machine is indeiiendent
of the advantage of cleats, owing to the use made of the roof weight. Usu-
ally, a machine is run on the dip and rise, but it sometimes happens that
at right angles t.. this— if not too steep, or any angle between the two—
the coal may break out easier in large blocks, and so reduce the small coal
to a mrninnmi. Where holing is done over the coal, the cleat of the coal
has a very great bearing on the lifting of the coal. Cleats well developed,
and parallel to the line of the coal, will allow lifting in about a half to a
quarter less time than cleats at right angles to the face.

Loading the Coal.—

Steady men should be employed to work as loaders, and provision
should be made to always have a reserve of men upon which to draw.
Loading should commence either in the roadhead. or at .specified distances
apart, by a breaking in shot, and after that work continues filling out each
way. The space allotted to the pair of men, should only be what they can
reasonably handle; and in the seams of 30 inches. 15 yards is enough—
the thicker the seam, the shorter apart the distance of the roads. The
economic success of a machine section depends not so much on the length
cut, as on the regularity of cutting, hence the importance of stripping.
But with a conveyer loading, it does not take so long a time, consequently,
either the length of the face can be increased or a deeper undercut made!
thus getting more coal.

The Length of the Face.—

The amount of coal to be stripped ofT chiefly determines the length
of the wall, together with the time that can be given to doing it. Where a
machine cuts the coal every night, the length must be such, that there can
bt^ no doubt about the coal being cleaned away, rapidly, in the foUowing
dayshift. What is sometimes called, back, or after strapping, is to be
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avoided, and sometimes too long a wail leads to waste: mucii roal being

thrown out of the way, to allow the machine to proceed on its next cut.

Inclination.—
The amount of inclination of a scam has, so far, proved no disadvantage

to the coal cutter, and machines are at work in seams dipping as high as 40

degrees. Under these conditions, working to the dip and rise of the seam
is a necessity, while the machine, instead of having a haulage rope on the

down run, will require a brake rope in its place. If working across the

inclination is attempted, the machine either has to be well proi)ped up to

its work—which is not an easy matter—or, if cutting down, it is apt to

bury itself in the cut. Inclination presents no difficulties in the way of a

conveyer; instead it simplifies a power-driven contrivance into a series

of plates or troughs.

Timbering the Run.—
The timbering of the run depends on the nature of the roof, slips

and strength of the coal. About four to five feet is needed for the passage

of the machine; and in the next line, two feet for the conveyer. A line

of props outside this is sometimes not sufificient to hold the roof; in that

case will be needed either a row of props in the path of the machine—which
are withdrawn and reset as the cutter passes —or else a set of straps will be

required.

The timbering of the whole section, is, generally, a matter that only

experience, in each case, can determine. Conveyer working d(x?s not make
a large quantity of stone for waste packing in aver _l seams, and conse-

quently, pack walls at intervals along the face are necessary. These may be

either of stone—brought down on purpose, or of timber, or of both ( m-
bined. Some roofs will stand on props alone, for the time required, and then

fall in regular breaks like the coal from undercutting. Where this can be

done, it is a very satisfactory practice. Timbering work should be under-

taken by special men employed for that purpose. They should commence
work before the machine starts, and should keep ahead as it advances.

Timber, cut to the size and shape desired, should always be kept plentifully

in the section.

M

Shifting the Conveyer.—
Shifting the conveyer is a nightly operation, undertaken every night*

following the wake of the machine. As most conveyer machines are built

on the sectional plan, the conveyer is shifted, part by part, behind the cutter,

ready for next day's loading, and in the path that the machine has travelled.

There are conveyers which are withdrawn from the section each night, and
these are not reinstated until the cutting machine has finished its cut.
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Haulage Arrangements.—

Haulage systems should be placed right at the loading head of the
conveyer, and should be adequate to take care of the increased number of
cars that must be handled. A double roadway is required at the conveyer
head, and there should be ample space to allow for the shifting of cars from
the empty road to the filling road, together with space allowance for storage
of an extra trip.
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COSTS AND DATA.

Costs will always form an interesting part of the problem of working

thin-coals; but the cost data gathered apply only to particular operations

—since no two cases can ever be alike. Therefore, the figures and data

given herein can not be used for the purpose of comparison, but can only

be taken as examples of what can be done, and as showing the advantages

to be gained from practical methods of mining thin-coals under the con-

ditions described where enterprise and efficient management go hand

in hand. The figures are taken from various sources: some from personal

experience; some furnished by mining friends; and others from published

data in numerous technical books and trade journals; but all have been

collected together as bearing on the mining of thin-coal seams, and as being

the common heritage of an engineering business, which must of necessity

keep itself abreast of the changes demanded by continually altering con-

ditions.

General Data for a reasonably good example of Thin-Goal Work.

Thickness of seam 20 inches.

Roof Hard shale.

Pavement Stone.

Water None.

Dip and rise 1%.

Sections Working across dip.

System of operation Longwall with conveyer and

machines.

Coal areas Held under lease.

Royalties 9c per ton.

Duration of lease 30 years, with yearly tenancy;

conditional on whether rain-

ing operations are properly

conducted, or not. Judg-

ment of this in arbitrators'

hands.

Area 1 square mile.

Total tonnage 1,600,000 tons.

Allowances, for bad coal and other losses 15%.
Workable tonnage 1,376,000 tons.

Minimum yearly tonnage 50,000 tons.

Output 200 tons per day.

Life of area 27 years.
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Underground Data:—

Number of shafts Two.
Depth of shafts loo feet.

Distance to line of face 600 feet.

Number of sections Three.
Length of sections 300 feet.

Tonnage per section 71 tons.

Undercut Longwall machine.
Type of machine "Chain."
Time At night.

Loading By conveyer.
Type of conveyer Continuous chain.
Length of undercut per night 200 feet.

Depth of undercut 3 «

Number of men in mine at night:

—

Machine 6
Timbering 6
Shifting, conveyer and face repairs. . 8

Repairmen 3

Shaftmen 1

Surface 1

Overseeing 1

26

Number of men in mine by day:

—

Management 2

Office 2

Loading 44
Tramming 6

Hoisting 2

Surface 2

58

Total number by day 58
Total number by night 26
Percentage of men in mine at night 31%
Percentage of men in mine by day 69%
Tons per loader 4.5
Tons per man employed underground 2-6
Tons per man employed at mine 2-4
Annual tonnage per man underground 1115
Annual tonnage per man employed 650
Length of conveyer 300 feet.
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Number of men on conveyer 1 attending, 14 loading.

Loading Into cars at foot of section.

Section kept in advance of longwall face 50 feet.

Witlth of road at conveyer head 12 "

Depth of pavement lifted at roadhead 3 feet 9 inches.

Hiight of cars 3 feet from rail.

Capacity of cars 15 cwfs.

Tramming system Locomotive.

Weight of engine 3] tons.

Cars per trip 12

Tons coal per trip 9

Speed 5 miles per hour.

Time taken round trip, to shaft 30 minutts allowed.

No. of miles per day 16 miles.

Ton miles per day 3,200

Time hoisting 4 minutes.

Cars per wind 2

Total weight per wind 2 tons.

Cost Data:—

Per ton.
Percentage

Underground Total

Cost of undercutting

„ loading

„ conveying

, timbering and repairing.

„ shifting conveyer

„ tramming
, overseeing

, supplies

Total underground cost.

Cost of hoisting

, surface work
„ management and office

, supplies

„ royalty
Depreciation on surface plant at 10%
Depreciation on underground plant at 20%.
Insurance
Interest on capital

$
0.12
0.56
0.07
0.15
0.06
0.08
0.02
0.05

1.11

0.03
O.Ot

11

0.05
0.09

03
0.08
0.02
0.06

10-8
50-9
6-

13-

S-
7-

1-

4-

2-3

7

34
4
9
3
S

1

3

t-2
3-7

Percentage underground cost of total cost 67-8%
, surface cost, of total cost ^^'^%
„ overhead charges, of total cost \T-1%

Average wage of loaders $2. 52
„ . per man underground 2. 70
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Capital Data:-

Boiler plant
Power plant
Hoisting
Surface equipment
Shaft sinking and (Icvelopincnt
Coal cutter and e(|uipmcnt. . . .

i^unveyer and ecjuipment
Cars and track equipment
Locomotives and equipment. . .

(leneral stores and sundries. . .

.

Wages for 5} months
Land purchased

Total.

$2,735
6.250
2,512
l,S()0

2,110
6,210
4,560
6,352
3,980
2,501
1,100
260

$40,070

7-

15-
(,

4-

5-

15-

11'

16-0
10-0
6-5
300
0-75

r. . . Per cent,
rercentages capital: power plant 22-5

V » total surface plant SQ.S
n „ face machinery 26-5

n total underground 61-0

Nominal capital $50,000
Capital per ton of annual output $J jJer ton.

« „ coal in ground 3^ ^

Profit Data:—

^aP'ta'-
; $50,000

Average price received for coal j go
Cost per ton of coal

t
' 52

Profit per ton of coal o!l8
Income per year 9 ^ Oqo
Percentage return on capital invested

.
18<

»

Cost of Three Separate Machine Walls, in the same Mine.

20-incli coal, longwall machine, no conveyer.

No. 1.

Cutting
Cleaning after machine
Stripping face and loading
Handling rock

Tons per day from section
j

cts.

15

2
56
26

99

53

15 1

2-02
56-5
26-3

No. 2.

cts.

18

2

42
22

84

SO

21-4
2-5

.50-0

26-2 I

No. 3.

cts.

18

4
46
18

86

c
7c

20-9
4-6
53-50
20-90

30
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Four months successive working in one Section.

Cutting
Stripping face. . .

Handling rock..

.

Labour, surface.

„ below. .

, extra...

Timber
Repairs
.Management
Royalties

Sundries

cts.

8

61

26
M>
24
10
10

16

6
14

14

$2.25

cts.

10
61

21
30
20
10

12

17

6
14

16

$2.17

cts.

II

61
.W
31
26
10

11

15

6
14

14

$2.2Q

9
61

22
26
22
11

10
16

6
14
14

$2.11

4-2
28-9
10-4
12-3
10-4
5-2
4-7
7-4

6-6
6-6

96-S

Tonnage from section 40 37 32 39
Thickness of coal 18* 18' 18» 18*

Price received per ton of coal - $2. 25, average.

Little profit in this operation. There is much rock to handle, and the mine is badly
arranged, as shown by the high above and below ground labour charges. Kacc conditions
were good.

Comparative Cost of Hand versus Machine Coal cutting.

(Results of data kept at mine installing cutters.)

Conditions.

Thickness 18
Tonnage 200

Additional capital ex-
pended in installing

cutters $11,000
Power—compressed air.

Fuel for coal cutting, machin
er>-, half consumption.

Mining conditions good.

Hand cutting.

Cost per ton $1.12

Machine cutting.

Cost per ton machine, 0. 76
Kxtra .stone handling

incurred 0.04
Compressor attend-
ance 0.02

Smith for general re-

pairs 0-01
Stores, coalcutters. . . 0-04
Fuel, 1 ,596 tons, »ix

month at $1.08 0.08
Interest, 6 months at

S'Jc on$ll,0(H) 0.01
Depreciation at 7)',',

. 0.015

$0,975

Balance in favour of machine cutting = 14J cents per ton.

Face cost: Figures attained in 30" Coal.

Cutting
Stripping and loading
Rock handling
Timbering
S;!nHrics

Shifting conveyer. . .

.

By hand. By machine.

cts.

70 — 70%
12 — 12%
8 — 8%
to — 10%

100

cts.

14

40 •

14
10

10

16

45
16

11

1!

'a6i
7c I

By hand, and
machine.

14 — 20%\70
35 — 50'-;

/

88

6 —
6 —
4 __

6 —
71

8%
8%AC
^' O
o ,0
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Costs in some thin-coal sections.

Oiit|iiil [nr (lay..

.

I.cnj;th of wall .

.

Thiikness
Syslem
Method

Costs :

—

Mining
Hork hnndliiiK . .

Labour surfaie.

.

„ below . .

Tramming
Power production
Tinil)er,

Rep'rs and supr lies

Management....
Royalties
Sundries

.SO

V)'

l.unKHall.

Haml.

1.24

0. 2<>

0. 20
O.O.S

0. 10

0.07
0. 05
0.10
O.OS
0.18

«2.67

100

.V)'

I.(ini{wall,

.Maihine.

0.68
24

0.14
0.14

0.06
0.02
0.12
0.10

20

SI. 70

,<

ISO

2,S0vds.
24'

l.onRw.ill.

Mai liiiie.

0. .S.?

0.12
((7

0.10
0.06

0,06
O.O.S

0.10
0.10
O.OQ

SI. 28

120

30'

l.nnKwall.

Macliinc.

0.41
0.10
(W

0.09
0.08

0.021
(U/
08

0.07\
O.Wf

SI 01

100

20'

l.nniiiwall,

.Machine
unil

conveyer.

0.48
05

0.(M
0.05
0.05

0.06\

M
0.18/

$0 95

50

18'

I.onKwall.

Machine
and

conveyer.

0.51
0.10

()6

05
0.05

0.05
05

0.06

0.16

St M
No. 1.—Isolated region; unsettled labour: living costs high; good roof.
No. 2.—Medium to fair conditions; high labour charges; poor lay-out.
No. 3.—Rock heavy; other condition> (jood.
No. 4.—Mine laid out for work; conditions good.
Nj. S.— , , „ .

N
n r< n ^ n

o. 6.— , , . . .

Comparison of men in machine wall only, and machine wall and
conveyer sections.

(Labour and cutting force—excluding loaders).

Conditions. .Machine wall. Machine and conveyer.

Coal-33'
Length of face 600 feet.

Number of machines—

2

Grade, 5'7i against cutter

Timber: props and half-round cap.
Distance, every 4 feet each way.
Tonna(:.', 300 per day
Number of roads = 18.

Tons per road with machine only 16-6
Tons per road with conveyer—300 on one

road, two additional roads for ventila-
tion.

Roads after buship^, 10 feet bottom, 7

feet wide, 6 feet high.

Main road conveyer "nethod; 12 feet

wide, 3 feet lifted p.ivcment.
Reduction in labour—14%.

8 tinibermcn.
6 machinemen
2 stowing cuttings.
10 labourers.

30 stonemen.
2 firemen.

1 overman.

59

8 timbermen.
6 machinemen.
2 stowing cuttings.

6 labourers.

6 stonemen.
2 firemen.
1 overman.
2 conveyer attend.ints.

3i
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Theoretical labour reductions tliat might be expected tliroufth

introduction of a Loader.

Conditions. Mai liiiie wall only. Machine .ind

convejer.
Machine, con-

veyer, anil liMiler.

Same as tal)lf above. l.alK)ur 50
Loaders 58

117

52

S5

(1

44

Timber In Machine Walls.

Conditions. Tonnage Tinil>er \'alue(l Total
(lUdays) (10 day») at each.

cts. i
Same as previous table. 3,60012 Props, Jft. x3ins-4,008 2« 141 36

, .lift. X 3 ins- 808 31 25.50
Roof iK)or, machine some- SJft. x5ins-l,6ft8 8-5 141 W.
times buried. 7 ft. X 5 ins- 92 16-3 IS.OO
(3 nights in one week). Uooms, 12 ft. X 6 ins- 12 9 .3 11 18

Ties 5 ins X 2 ins- 120 4-8 5.76
Lids, — 4,500 0-4 19.80

360. 76
Cost per ton, 10c.

Time sheet of machine o;ii rations taken at a colliery, two months
after installation.

Conditions. Started. Stopped. Length
of stop.

Reasons.

Thickness - 24' Arrived face 7 p.m. 80 Cictting machine ready.
Roof—moderate with bad 8.10 8.15 6 Shifting stone.

patches. 8.21 8.30 7 Setting timber.
8.37 0.(K) 25 Shifting cable.

Distance cut = 300 feet. 9.25 9.40 40 Waiting for timber.
Speed cutting « 20* per 10.20 10.31 31 .No power.
mmute. 11.01 11 26 30 Waiting for cutter bits.

11.56 12.00 IS Shifting cable.
Depth undercut = 3'-0'. 12.15 12.45 IS Changing cutters.

1 00 1 . 30 20 No power.
Length of cutting shifi = 12 2.00 2.10 10 Bad roof.

hrs. 3 10 3.20 60 ^

3.25 3..35 5 ^

3.40 3..50 5 Waiting for timber.
3.55 4.00 9 Shifting cable.

409 4-,30 6 Waiting for timber.
4 30 5.00 25 No power.
3.25 6.50 10 Disconnecting cable, and

.attending to machine.
Left fare 7 a.m.

Analyaia.
Actual cutting time S Iir?.

Total time stopped 6 ,

Time stopped for wo;k in connexion with machine 1 hr
Time stopped for natural causes in face
Tinie stopped waiting fur supplies, and want of power. . 2 hrs.

19 mins.
41
14
18
17

Percentage.
43
56
10

19

These reports and their analyses form the greatest possible argument
for efficient organization.
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Time sheet of conveyer working; taken from actual operations.
Continuous Conveyer.

Condition!. Started. Stop|)e<l. Length
of »top.

Keasont.

minuui
Thickness — 25' 7.00 7.15

7.30 8.05 15 No cars.
Roof—good. 8.30 8.40 25 Chain rising on small coat.

o.to 9.22 30 No cars.
Length of conveyer—270 feet 9.i0 10.06 8 No coal.

lO.l.S 10.31 9
Tonnage, daily—80. in 45 11.00 14 Trouble with motor.

11.31 12.10 31 Chain rising on small coal.
Capacity—20 tons per hour. 12.35 1 IS 25 No coal.

1.32 2 00 17 No cars.
2.M 2.43 30 No coal.
3.00 3.15 17
3.20 3.35 5 ^
3.50 4.00 15

Coal all cut

241 inin*. -4hn. 1 min.

Analytto.— Total time actual running- 4 hrs. 59 minutes.
standing - 4 , 01 ,

Time standing, due to conveyer troubles, 70 ,

• n n want of cars, 62 ,

).
,

- . coal, 127 ,

Per cent idle time for coal, points to mechanical loading.

I. • » cars, points to better organization.

Percentage;
55
45
13
12

24

Table of some Coal-Cutter Performances in Thin-Coals.

Number.

Thickness of coal
Thickness of dirt

Inclination of !<eam
Condition of roof

Position of undercutting

Nature of undercutting

Length of walls (feet)

Distance between roadways(feet)
Number of fillers, per place. . .

.

Coal per filler (tons)
Time cuttinj? (hours)
Time stripping
Depth of undercut
Speed cutting
Cut per shift

Output per shift

Face advanced per month. . .

.

Output per nian
Previous output

1

39*

nil

5*

good

Pave-
ment.
Coal.

600
45
4

4-6
8
8

3'-6'

12'

200
100

50 feet

4.00
3.25

18'

3

nil

good

Pave-
ment.

Coal and
clav.

450
45
2

2i
10
8

3'-0'

23'

450
51

76 feet

2.50

19'

nil

nil

Fair, but
trouble-
some.
Pave-
ment.
Hard
coal.

420
45
2

ii

8
3'-6'

16'

420
50

2.50

16»

nil

nil

fair

Bottom.

Coal.

420
45
2

i2
8

3'-0"

13'

420
48

2.46

24'

~1»

good

Bottom

Coal.

300
48
2-3

3.75
9

8
4'-0"

18'

300
£2

86 feet

3.75
1 80

22'

~S*
poor

Bottom.

Clay.

660
St
2

4i
8
8

3'-0"

IS

330
55

65 feet

2.75
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Table of some conveyer performances.

Number:

—

ThickncMs of coal.

.

Inclination

Condition! of roof

I.enijth of coiiveyer

Tonn.igf per d.iy

No. of loaders

No. of attendants. . .

Time running (actual)

Cap;»city of machine per day

.

Operation of lection.

Output per man
Type of conveyer., .

.

Men shifting conveyer.

I

25"
nil

Goo<l

,«00f.et

»5
1ft

2

5hr..
2W

Machine
5 (M)

lontin-
uou«.

4

24"
nil

Fair

24(» feet

5<>

12

2

200

ilanil

4 1

Inter-

iiiittenf.

3

ai"
111

G<A«I

4(K1 f.cl

M)
20

20 tons

IMT tu

.\larh.

J.tHt

Shakiiitt

18"
1°

Fair

300 feel

SO
16

1

Shrs

Marh.
.i.(HI

t ontin-

uous,

4

36"
2'

Trouble
5ionie

3(XI fecf

KM)
25

2

lohr*.
30 ton?'

i«-r hr.

.M.iih.

4 00
Sh.iLiiiK;

27"
nil

G'mkI
undu-
laiing
lliH>r

30<l feet

(>0

Ift

2

7 hr*.

H.ind
3.7

Inter-

mittent.
3

Table of data on roller trou&li i nnveycrs.

{After European Conlinmlal practice.)

Length of Conveyer:

—

(a) With direct drive and grades
0-12°

(b) With tension drive in head-
ways, slopes 0-12'

(c) Le%'er transmission slopes
0-8°

Slopes 18°-22°

Minimum length for motor oper-

ation
Air pressure

Air consumption (60 strokes p.m.
180 mm. stroke)

Horse flower of motor
Weight of motor
Diameter of hose
Diameter of pipe

35M 65M 1(K)M I.IOM 1.S0M
'

35 75 1(K» 150 200

3.S 65 100 1,50 200
30 50 SO 120 ISO

5 8 12 20 32
Wllhs 60 lbs. 60 lb~

.

60 lbs. 60 lb-

200 lit 'e 340 470 620 775

65 9 12 16 20
1'»0 kg. 205 2()(l 310 V»5

28m. m. 28 32 35 35

40 50 50 60 60

230M

250

250
230

45
60 lbs

950
25

495
38
65

J

I
I

For inclinations up to 5° the girders of the roller trough are not set with the slope, for

greater inclination they are set horizontal, and for inclination over 12° they are set against
the slope.
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(Jompitrutiw cost of actual and estimated Hand and Machinv
Mininft. Eastern Canadian Conditions: based on

operation fltiores ol a Id-inch coal wall
prnducini) 50 tons per day.

ll.inil mining pillar and tall.

Per ton.

UndiTi lilting I $1.46
Sloiifwijtk ,....'

Tjkiini ildwii fall and loading de-
vrlopiiicnt ...

Tiiiiljoriiitj and NhiftinK conveyer
(iatherinK l<><i>inolive

\
Hotlnimr
hlandlin^

llanknit-n

Bankmcn
Hoi.stmen
Mine foreman
I'irenien, engineer, etc

Gen. Bup't. and office.

Depreciation.
Rp|uirs

II

a

Timber.

14

.22

.01

.12

$2 40

Machine mining luniiwill method.
100 yi|«. f.icc per day.

Per day.

S.S SO
2 men at $.<..S0 and $2.50

$20 (N)

10 men at $2.00
$K (Nl

4 men at $2.00
$6 00

1 man at $,?.(Mi .md 2 men
at $1 ."iO

1 man at $1.75
$< IK)

(2 men at $1.viand $2.00)
1 man $5.00

(1 man at $.^00, 1 ut $2.00)
$6 (X)

(i men at $2.00)
$7.00

(Sup't. $5.00 Off. $2.00)
$1.00

2i%
$5.00

(lOr |)cr ton')

(15c per ton)
$7.50

Per ton.

111c

40c
16c

12c

3 5

tic

4c

10c
12c

14c

2c

lie

60c-

12<

3.5
6c

4c
lOr

12c

14c

2c

10c

t4c

lOc

14c

$1 74

The assutnptioii is made that the conditions will be no wor«* for lonewall machine
than they arc for pillar and stall.

General data of a Belt Conveyer Mine.

Thicl«nes.s 24 inches.

Length of conveyer face 160 yards.
Belt conveyers, two 80 \ irds length each.
'^^''^'•"'y To central gate road.
Motor drive 8-horse-power.
Number of loaders filling in each face 5
Face yield 105 tons.

Average tonnage, per man 10, per shift.

Belt speed 90 feet per minute.
Class of belt Canvas.

Four belts renewed in one year. Tonnage carried by each:—
No. 1. 295 cuts. 39,978 tons carried at 1 •24c per ton.

" 2. 202 " 21,210 - « « i.goc a

" 3. 217 «
22,785 « « « 1.62c "

" 4. 223 «
23,415 " " « l-74c «
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lland-mlninft costs in thin-cual worklnit.

l.ocomotU* IliiUlufte. Coul 18-liurh. MliitnA cimU only.

Cliiflly Kivrii a- showing ilv rlt-irea-* in nxt >lui- to inirraK* in tonnano ili,iril.iitc«l

over the Mine o|H.Tal '>u (otxc.

I.ofiftwall.—

I mil per day

MininK ...
St()ri»-work

I 'MclinK

Divtliipnicnt )

ll.nil.ii;.-
j

VSriKhiiiK and >

li.in(llin)(
J

II. listing

Tiirtlwr

Siindrifs

.M.inaiicmint

Pillar and tlnftle tall.
Ton^ \KT day

.Mining
]

SdmcwnrU
I.M.iding J

Drvclopmi'nl
Il.uil.iijf

WiiKhinj; and handling.
Moisting

,

.

Tiinlicr . .

Sundries
.ManaRtnicnt

ii

34

•14

2')

•111

H

$2-4'>

I 46

11

•.U
14
•12

01
22

$2-40

18

l-4»>

%2-2S

l-4(,

11

14
ii.S

if4.1

•lu
•III

^2•(I1I

J(» 50 PHI

M.i ,s.« •1.HJ

• t.t • ,u «.«

iS •.i.< M
14 •11 .07

1)5 •05 •03

(M? •026 •013
•27 •27 •27
•01 •01 •01

I.U w iH

$2 I.U. $2-uli. SI •'>»J

,io su 100

! 1

.'1

in i

02,.

Ill

111

(1!

SI '!_>„

l-t6

•1

•'IT

Hi
III

lu
• Id

Sl->lv?
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Cost data of a Chain Conveyer Face.

St-am

—

M) inches.

Inrlin.itinn— 2',,'

Roof— t.iir.

l*t)»cr—loinpresseil air.

Machini-riit coal,

I.cnKlli of face— J.SII feet,

rnileriiit—45 fwt.
CoiivevcT—chain.

No. of Ocscriplion.
men.

1

2

("utter man
Cleaners out

1

1

(>

1

Tinilx iiiian

Sholtirir

(o.il fillers

1 )eptit\'

I SiiiierviM)r

1 Conveyer-head

7 Slonenun

4 Convrser-
shillir-

6
1 inilier-dratter^

Hewer.-.

1

1

I'litter

-Meeh.iiiif

Duties.

Drives roal cutter
C le.ins cutting-, out of coal, and ca.sts thcin

luck
Si'ts iImiIkt after in.icliine, etc
Drdls holes in cut co.il. ami charges them. .

.

Kill coal away cut hy in.uhine
Charge in d.iyshift liiidieriiiK and kcepin:

work away
("h.irKc in niKhtshift, niovitig conveyer

dr.iwint; tinilier and stoneman
XltcndinK to tilling of tul)s and braking the
conveyer

Workin;.; c.inc hcs in main and tail gales and
putting in |xicks

Move tiinl>er, and shift conveyer to f.KC .

.

Set timlH-r and draw back timber
I >ri\ int; main and tail gates and making
slaMes

I'uiting coals from hewers

Cost per ton.

2.<>8

1.4H
1.2«

10. «2

1 02

2.,U

1.76

7.S2
4 56

4.78
9.48

.60
2 12

. $2.46

I 3.7s
j

1.90
; 1.84
1J.80

I

2.44

I 3.22

' 2 21

: 9.'),s

! 5.82

6.111

2.70

Depreciation $ 2..16 $ .1.(K)

Cost into driver's set $.S6.26 $."!'). 2S

Performance of three Disc Cutters under difficult Conditions.

No. 1 Cutling in a very hard fireclay, cuts on an averaKe, 112 yards pti

shift. Dtpth of undercut 3-5'. Actual rutting time. 4 hours aii<l

23 minutes. Height of coal, 18 inches. Saving effected. 10c per

ton.

No. 2 Cutting in coal 180 yards per shift. Undercut 3'-6'. Tinn

,

actual cutting, 4 hours and 46 minutes. Heinht of seam 21 inches.

Sa\ ing effected, 20c per ton.

No. 3 Cutting in hard fireclay in a low scam 15 to 18 inches. 632 jards

in si.\ consecutive shifts. Total cutting time, 26 hours. I'liderciii

3'-6'. 1 his seam was not workable profitably without the machine

.

i
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Approximate Costs of Cutter and Conveyer for Thin-Coal.

Prices of plant are frequently misleading, and more ornamental than
useful, but in order that a general idea of the cost of conveyer and cutter

may be obtained the statement below has been worked out, based on esti-

mates received during 1912, when the cost of materials was about normal.

Chain...
Belt. . .

.

Shaking.

Coal cutters—16 to 3< inches in heiftht.

Conveyers.

Length.

H.P. Price per H.P.

Bar cutter 12

20
20

$125 approx.
$100 ,

$ 90

Disc cutter

Chain cutter

Price per yard.

100 yds.
100 .

100 .

$15.00
$ 9.00
$ 6.00
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DESCRIPTION OF THIN-COAL OPERATIONS.

An endeavour will now be made to give a short description of some
actual operations in thin-coal mining, in the beiicj that such examples
are even more intercstinR than tlic elucidation of general principles, and,
probably, easier to understand and follow. An account of actual condi-
tions, illustrative of the various conditions under which thin-coals are
being mined, and of the still greater variety of methods by which succef«s

was achieved, or failure resulted, is always of practical value.

Example No. 1,

—

In the Dortmund district of Germany, as well as in the French and
Belgian coal-fields, the oscillating conveyer has been very successful, and
effectively developed. In 1912, 22 belt conveyers were in use, in eight pits.

The flaxen or hempen belts—from 20 to 23^ inches in breadth, are carried
on rollers, spaced from two to three yards apart. With a monthly output
of 1,000 tons, they are found to last for about eight months. When used
for other materials, they last from four to six months only. The cost of

the belt conveying apparatus, including engine, for a stretch of about
110 yards in length, is given at about $875. The working costs vary
considerably with the condition of the different cases: in two cases given,
they were about 7 cents per ton. In fourteen pits they were discarded again.
Their advantage is shown principally in the undulating seams. Oscil-

lating conveyers are being used in increasing numbers; 630 of them were
in use in the Dortmund district in 1912, The conveyers are in lengths
of about three to six yards, and of various sections, trapezium shapes
being now the most usual. The breadths are, in general, aoout 12 to 18
inches at bottom, and 16 to 24 inches over the top edges, and their heights
vary from 2 to 6 inches. They comprise swinging conveyers hung from
above, or from side trestles, and conveyers set on rollers. Longitudinal
oscillation is kept up by motors. The free suspension conveyers cost about
13 to $3.25 per yard on the market; and about $1.56 per yard when made
in the colliery. The side-trestle conveyers cost about $438 to $658 per

100 yards of length. The roller conveyers are the latest, and most satis-

factory. They are arranged for downhill, level ground, and slightly

uphill work, the roller paths being, in the last case, inclined against the

hill. The arrangement and cost of the respective conveyers differ con-
siderably, one from the other.

The output of the oscillating conveyer is very considerable. With
an inclination of 10 to 20 degrees, one ton of coal is delivered in 45 seconds,
oae conveyer delivering 600 tons in a double shift. In some of the workint;^
in the pits of the Dortmun<l district, (he general output is five tons per man,
per shift. The total cost of working with oscillating conveyers—including
repairs and Mihsidiary expenMs- is given a? from 2-4c to 2 6c per ton of
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coal mined. The accompanying saving of wages is estimated at from
6-8c to 12c per ton. The total savings per ton on the whole of the mining
operations is estimated at from 16c to 25c per ton.

By far the most interesting feature of this description of the work
in foreign fields, consists in the type of conveyer almost universally utilized

in thin coal-mining conditions. In one district alone, over 89,000 feet

were in operation. Where there is such a length of feet in use in generally

thinnish coals, there is something to be said for the method and the appli-

ance. In a few instances there is machine mining, in addition, but not in

the majority of mines.

Example No. 2.

—

A Belgian seam at a depth of 1,102 feet, about 21 inches thick, dipping
about 25 degrees, and having a good roof and floor, was regarded as unwork-
able; but owing to the bar coal cutter, it now gives a better return per ton
th?- others where the conditions are considered more favourable. With
f. a two to two a d one half hours actual work, the machine, supplied with
SOO-volt continuous current, makes a cut 177 feet long, and 39} inches
deep—equal to 36 tons of coal mined daily. This is with a bar of a length
corresponding to the actual cut. It is intended, however, to employ a
second machine, of the same type, but with a cutter bar of a quarter greatc-
length, which will, it is calculated, produce 45 tons daily.

Without its cutter bar, the machine—sliding directly on the floor

—

occupies a space measuring 8} feet in length, by 39} inches in width, and 16
inches in height. The working place comprises three forward stalls,

59 feet long, served by a single, self-acting incline; and the three stalls

constitute a singlr working face of the above named length. The roads
are cut in the floor of the seam; and stowing follows up at a distance of

two cuts from the face. In the second cut, plates are laid on the floor to
facilitate the bringing away of the coal. The complete working of the stall

is performed in three shifts; the machine-cut being reserved for that of the
afternoon, employing the machinemen, a second hand, a timberer, and a
labourer.

As the machine is hauled forward at the rate of about 16 inches per
minute, the cutter bar—revolving at 350 re\ olutions per minute, and making
at the same time, twenty-three one inch horizontal reciprocations per minute
in the direction of its centre-line—effects its cut of the above named depth,
6 inches wide in front and 4 inches at the back; the props being loosened
by the impact of the machine, are taken out one after another. The ma-
chinemen's mate takes out with a scoop part of the debris made by the
cutter, and draws up the cable as it is unwound by the labourer.

The ensuing shift—which can begin work More the cutting shift has
finished—consists of four road-rippers and stowirs, with a labourer, who
is only engaged for two hours in removing the coal thrown out by the ma-
tliinc, and in laying the plates in the cut. It i> the next morning's shift
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(comprising seven getters, two loaders, and three pushers or haulers)
that brings down the undercut mass. After the groove is freed from what
small coal remains—which is easily done with the Belgian pick—the coal,

already borne down a little on the cut, is taken out, producing from 55 to 60
per cent of large, against 30 per cent only by hand work; the yield of the
getter being more than four tons per shift.

To the number of hands already mentioned in the three shifts, must be
added the smith, engaged for half a day in making or setting up the picks
and end-cutter of the machine. The expense of electric current, machine
picks and cutters, wear of cable, additional timbering, lubrication, and
five years sinking fund, comes to 25c per ton. The method of long stalls

adopted—which favours the ventilation—appears to be compatible with
water-carried stowing, and also, in the case of insufficient dip, with mechan-
ical conveyance of the coal.

This is machine coal cutting under rather extraordinary conditions,
but it serves to illustrate the adaptability of the method. There are only a
few mines in which some part of »iacliinc mining, properly introduced, will

not effect a saving.

Esample No. 3.—

The lower Drumgray seam in the Lanarkshire fieW, Scotland, is, in

some mines, operated by means of a conveyer. The coal is 30 inches
thick, and the conveyer in use is what is known there as the Blackett
chain conveyer. The inclination is 16% in favour of the machine, and the

faces advance across the dip. Each conveyer is a hundred yards long, and
delivers into a main haulage road 50 feet in advance of the line of the
conveyer face. Below this main haulage road, a second road is maintained,
which branches off the main level, and which acts as the road into whicii

the roof pressure breaks, and so saves the main level from the cost of con-
siderable repair work. This lower level is cut off ever>' ISO feet by another
slope or downset. These are the only two main roads in the three hundrcii
feet of face; ventilation being conducted by openings made through tin

waste packs into the level of the conveyer face above. 1 he conveyer itstlf

is built in pans, 6 feet long x" 18 inches wide at the top, x 1,S inches high
from pavement, the chain—of link belt pattern—running down the pan ,

and returning underneath. A tightening arrangement is provided at tho

top of the conveyer, so that the chain can be kept taut, otherwise it is a|)t

to rise on the top of the small coal.

In the main road the pavement is lifttd to allow cars to pass undei-
neath thf conveyer, and a double track is installed; an empty and a fiill

road. Under-cutting is done by hand, no coal cutting machines beinR
used; while the operation on the complete face is let on contract to one
miner, who provides his own labour. Since installing the conveyer tin-

face has advanced from a rate nf 160 to 260 fet t per month, and the tonnage
per man employo<l—has risen from 3-6 to 6-2.
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Example No. 4.

—

This example is taken from Canadian practice, in New Brunswick;

and here credit must be given to Mr. C. W. Dean, of Beersviile, for a very
remarkable achievement, namely, the successful mining of possibly the
thinnest coal seam ever worked in Canada: 16 to 13§ inches; pointing the

way to consistent mining progress under better conditions. And it should
be noted that this was accomplished after a number of engineers and man-
agers from the United States and elsewhere, and representatives of com-
panies capitalized in the millions, had discredited the field, and negatived
the possibility of ultimate success.

The seam is, as stated above, very thin, and the immediate roof bad.
Sixteen to twenty inches of "fall" or shale accompanies the taking down
of the coal, and has to be trammed to the surface. The grade is 1%, with
little water, while the mine is self-draining, and has natural ventilaton.

The method of working is pillar and single .stall. The distance from the

mouth of the mine to the face is approximately 600 feet, and to this extent
Mr. Dean is, unfortunately, limited to a belt of coal near the outcrop,

since after that, the cost of hand-tramming becomes too great. This,

however, is a haulage problem allied to capital, and is in no way related

to any inherent natural obstacle in the coal or the coal-field itself.

The following figures arc taken from the books, hence, are not estimates,

but actual costs, realized over a considerable length of time. The first

group covers the operation at the mine's best period, namely, immediately
after the preliminary development, and when the tramming cost was yet
low— ihe places not being too far advanced.

I'eriod: October 1912 to June 1913.

Average profit per ton: 51 -Sc.

During the months of December, January, and February, the output
was practically nil, and had to be hauled to the railway cars at an extra
rate of 13 4c per ton.

Period: June 1913 to July 1914.

Average profit per ton: 28 •8c.,

or 14-39[ on the cost of re-arranging the plant, and developing a new plan
of operation, tramming in the first luvel having compelled a change.

Throughout this period the coal was trucked to the railway cars—

a

distance of one-half mile. The cost figures were high, owing to not being able
to haul during January, February, and March—when the railway line was
closed down—and having to fcetl the horses during these months.

Very few operators in Canada can show like results, and yet this was
done, backed by no capital, only by Mr. Dean's individual enterprise and
naiiagement.

Example No. 5.~

In the Joggins field, another interesting example of thin-coal operation
is being carried through successfully, at Minudie, by Mr. John S. Barton.
The attractive feature to the inquiring mining engineer is not the method of
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working, but the character of the seams themselves, and the dip of the
field at which they arc worked. Four sections show the thinness of the
coal and the splits of the seams, by bands of dirty coal and clay. No. 1

Victoria seam shows two bands of coal, 13 and 14 inches, respectively,
separated by 12 inches of hard clay. Above the top coal there is 18 inches
of inferior coal and clay to be taken down before the roof proper is reached.
In all there is in the seam 30 inches of foreign material, and 27 inches of
coal. The other seams, while not quite so intermixed, are, nevertheless,
of the same character. There are few mines that can show such a number
of what might fairly be called, and, in other fields would be called, "unwork-
able coals" in actual operation; and fewer companies where such coals
are profitably operated.

This is essentially a case where the mining conditions as they exist
to-day, designed for the thick coal operator, press hard on the thin-coal
mine. Such seams as the above are thin, exist at a high inclination, and
contain intermixed bands of clay, all conditions that are inimical to the
best of mining work. Such conditions deserve better consideration than
they now receive, and the men and the companies that contend with them
deserve encouragement, and help, if need be, from the country or from the
coal industry, as a whole. They are pioneers in a class of mining that will
increase as the years go by, and their experience is going to be invaluable
to future operators.
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THE DESTRUCTION OF THIN-COALS.

Thin-coals are being lost to the provinces every year. The natural
demand for the cheapest and the best coal, found in the thick seams which
afford the greatest profit on the invested capital, cannot help but cause a
steady wastage of thinner beds, whose clainjs to present attention are not so
apparent. Sections and areas are abandoned, because it is claimed the
mine does not pay, quite forgetful of the fact that, probably, actual coal
extraction is profitable, but not on the capital tied up in the mine. A
heavy profit is needed on an output of 200 tons a day, in order to make a
return on $1,000,000. There is, in not a few cases, a distinction with a
diflference between a mine failing to pay, and the coal seam failing to pay.

Loss and destruction takes place through:

—

(1) Operation of an underlying thick coal.

(2) Operation of an overlt'ing thick coal.

(3) Operation of seams close together, but only working one part
thereof.

(4) Extraction of thick coal only, in land areas which might pro-
vide i. passage to thin-coal areas of an overlying seam.
When operation of a coal scam commences, there is equilibrium be-

tween the roof and the pavement. There is potential pressure, but it

cannot become active. Immediately extraction begins, this equilibrium
is disturbed, and movement of the strata commences. Based on mininij

Kig. IS. Diagram illustrating the wave-like e(Tc. t produced b- subsidence, as distinct from
the step-like effect of faulting. Wherever each layer about a seam has great
adherence this wave-like change occurs.

experience, efforts are made to counteract this initial movement, and to
bring the strata to rest in a secondary, or artificially induced state of

equilibrium. The use of timber and other supports, and the adoption of

suitable methods of mining, are tbs- means to this end. But years of ex-
perience have fchown that movem«r tt of the strata, once begun, cannot be
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arbitrarily arrested; it is only trmporarily stopped, and within certain
limits, brought under control. In ,cams where 'he movement gtts beyond
thf provision made for its guidance, the coal is considered unworkable
from roof trouble.

Where there is a leasehold system of loal operation, carrying with it

responsibility for surface damages, the subject of roof trouble has been
carefully studied; and it is largely from experiment and observation in
such coal-fields, that our present knowledge has been obtained. But it

has to be remembered that surface subsidence represents results at the
extreme end of a line of fracture; the point where, naturally, the least
change will be apparent. The nearer to the siciii- of the disturbing opera-
tion, the greater must be the displacement of the overlying strata; more-
over, the rate at which the amount of displacement decreases upwards is

not regular, but depends on the comliiion of the intervening strata. Con-
sequently, there can be cases of underground operation where little

depression is ever noticed on the surface but where the maximum damaRc
may be done to the overlying coals.

This is conceivably the case when it is considered that the gradual
extension of the break towards the surface is a "filling in" process, each
rock or stratum occupying the p -iHon of the one below; and since rock
breakage varies not only according to the type of rock but also in relation
to the character of the fracture, the amount of space decreases rajiidly,
or slowly, as these factors operate. One or two cxamiiics. showintj the
actual measuritl ri-sults, will niake the Rcneral principles clearer.

I !»;. 16. Kx.iKK.ratKl ifTfct oii sir.it.i \vlii,li is l,l,«kv: in.lkatiriK succ-ssive ad'-an.-cs of
the l.iiv, aiKl showing f.uili-liU,. n-Milt .. Most destructive shattering of roof and
coal. °

Some extremely interesting and pertinent re--uhs have been niven in a
paper by Karl lialling, somewhat freely translated as below:—

In a brown coal mine in Northwestern Bohemia, the pillars supiwrting a surface
r.u way waste much coal Where the depth from the surface to the roof of the seam h'M Icet, the pillars must l>c at least im feet wide, and 175 feet, if the depth W 1,216 feet.
» h the present system of working by short stalls, 17 cubic feet, or (l-5»Q ton of brown
ro.j ,,rc removed |)er scpiarc foot of mine area (5-2 cubic metres or 6 tons per sq. metre)

•; 7m ilio
?"'"! = ^iu"^:';"'"' ^'^J

""'' "' «''*«>• o" ''o"' 'i-l'"^ "f the lino. •
, in round numl)er3,

i.?()<M»()0 Ions (5,280 feet x 2 x 54') Ion x 3X0 feetj to 2,7iMI,()(H) tons.
^llccessful attempts have been made to rob the coal in the pillars Ix-low the liRht rail-

» >- serxuiR two of the collieries; and observations have shown that under certain condi-
Uun., CM, m pillars under pas,scngcr railway lines, ran als« be safely remove.l. The cail
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wa« taken out in IHW-ISW, anil iht- siih-iilcncp of Ih.' jjrouml hi- sini •' liecn rarf(ull\
mAt.i, .111(1 iln fxti'nl lU'lirniined twill' ,i \i',ir, Aloiu In- track ot the r.ulway-i, the «uli

kidcnci' takes place graduallv, with no -.mlilin ohaii^o dI li'vrl. 1 In nn' in iliiriiiti n miifHh
u 41 inthe* or 0-15 im h i,«» milliinitrc-i |kt day. I rom July l'»0(> to .Man h l'«i.'

no »ul»idcnic ».i« oli^frnd over a \MTt ot thr line. .\lon,; .i ili^ilanri' dI al)<>ul l,UWI In t

the subsiilrntc in i', yrar.. varied (riini 11 lo 2 (X'r tent of ilii- total -.ulisidi ii' • i..ii>crMd

vcr a di.Htanceof .»,JStl fttt, (I kiloniflrn ironi I.S07 to l'Hl\.

In the Wilhflii lolliiTV, llir riil.liiinj i.l tlii' |iill - i-nilml i l^'''>, and the last oHmt-
vation* wt-re made in I'XtJ.' The tliirki.c of the >ir.it.i iIh.vc luc riHil i> l.iWi (en Thi-

auantity of coal rcniu\e<t varied from IX -2 lo l.i 5 culm liit iK-r MjiLiri- l(«)t of nun- an,,
f"*rvations were made alona the r.iiU.n line at points 161 (ei I .iimrt. In Demuliii

t8v7, the distance of the workinK-f.ue from thi railway-line varied from 22S to 4'' feet.

Subaidenrc caused by shrinkage ol the i;r(iiinil *aii now nr«t note<l. KnnTi Decemhi r,

1897, to ScpteinlHT, 1X98, tlm rate of ili^ideim' ut M?vcn i>oinl-. n e an ixeMRe ol ,* '.

feet. From this date the »ul)«iili-iii . « i~ due to the removal of coal ilirectl\ under the lin.

From Septemher, 1898, to April, l')ii-, tlie ){reatc.-l .iilvT.idiiiie at any one point wai .<•'>

feet, and this in the writer'* opinion ,hould lje t iken .is the nuan. Of ' a., the greater
part, 3 feet, uhxided durine the first t\<i years, in many short sl.ill workings, when the
intermediate pillars can no longer supimrt the wei^hi of tiie riM.f, they give way, the roi k
falls up to the d-'uvial strata and a hullow is fiirimd at llie siirf.di The more rapi.lly
the coal i^ got out the less is this danger, Uiause the area of broke. i uanments inen i-es

more rapidly than the cubic capacity i)f the spue from wliii I. the loal has Ijcen reinimcl
As.sumin((, a» in this mine, that the rock .ilxive the rill. f i- iJRifeetil k: ihi' diluvi il

strata, 19-6* feet; the annle of repo-e of the broken fraumeiii-, H6 druree^ tlie rrx-rticiem
of increase, 3J per cent.; and that the floor of the workinn is rect.u.tjular. .mil the li iii;i''

of the shorter side, upon which the maximum pressure ol the rock fills, .V i 2H fen , I' U
cubic feet of coal being removed per square fool of mine .irea. .All the cixil in the pill n
having been wrought, there will lie a large space into which the broken fr.igmeni , will till,

in conformity with their original angle of repose. The rock may fall un to the dili". i ,!

strata, if the shorter side, S. of the rectangular floor is approxim.i'tely e((ual 4ht c B (h..,

being the thickness of the lorl^ up to the diluvial strat ii, and if the ciiluc capacity of the
space from which the coal has f)ecn removed on the side S, is greater than 0-7854 x (St'
X VC +cot B; \'C l)cin^ coefficient of increase of the f lUiag fragments. The writer works
out the formulae numerically, ind proves that with these values the falling in of the rock
mav re.ich to the diluvial stra' i. There will then be 10,350 cubic feet oi space ' f', which
will be filled by the diluvium (ailing in, and a hollow will be formeil at the surface, the depili
and circumference of which will depend on the gr.tdient and Cj iVuient of increase, and the
cubic capacity and co.isistency of the surrounding rock. As a rule these hollows are slow ly

former)

.

The above values of le angle of repose and the coefficient of increase apply for I hii k-

ne'ses of the rock above the roof varying from 084 to 1,246 feet. If no hollows arc formed
the ratio between the coal won per square foot of mine area and ' .e thickness of rock may
be reduced.

Instead of 18-368 cubic feet there may be (18-37—[10-350 ^S,], or 10-350 cubic feet

+ 138,613 squan- feet) or 18.29 cuf)ic feet or a ratio of 1 to 68. his gives 9-61 cubic feet
with .1 thickni of 6.'!6 feet ot rock, and 19-25 cubic feet with a thickness of 1-312 feet.

The total tin ' -ss of the seam of coal being ()5-6 feet, to remove 18-368 cubic feet \>er

square foot, oi ZH per cent, is not suflicient. With a relatively greater thickness of the
upper strat.i. llic ground cannot break up if the coal id more rapidly wrought, and if no
pillars are lef' between the short stalls; it is these pillars alone whe h cause the ground In

fall up to til urface. If all the coal be reuiovcd, the height of a Tvo.king should not be ton
great. Taking the rock at 1,069 feet, the height of the first level 9-8 feet, and the cotrlicicnt
of increase, at 3J per cent, the fallen fngment.s will reach to a height of 281 feet. The
pressure of the rock will then act upon the roof, and the coetilicieni of increase will f.ill

2-7 per cent. When .ill the coal has Uen removed the fr.igments \ull reach to the intact
rock. As the area from which the coal has been removed is enlarged, the pressure will

increase, the fragments will fill up the hollows, and their gradient will become smaller until

their resistance is ,is great as the pressure exacted on tnem. When the next short stall

wnrkiiig, below the floor of the first le%el, is begun, the broken fragments will fall lower,
and a space of 7-6 feet will be left l)etwecn them and the intact rock; 216-8 feet ot rock
will now break up, and the thickness of the remaining rock will be 571 feet. After removing
the coal from these two levels, the ground will subside 5-1 feet. If a third lower 3 feet

level isworked, the falling of the rock will t ;tcnd 105 feet further upwards; the thickness
remaining intact will be 466 feet; and the total subsidence will be 8 feet.'

This represents conditioti-, during the renif)val of a very thick coal,

in successive layers, on the pillar method. The most interesting result

! (lull BaUiim. OMcrreichiscbc Zcitschrltte Fur Bsn-und HUttenweioi. lt>OJ, Vol LI.
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is in the showing that the question of amount of subsidence is a calculable

quantity, and not, as is rommt-ly thouKht, a mere guess. Wilh proixr
attention, and uking steps to get the tu>«ied information, the rates of sub-
sidence of the strata concerned, and the amount and the position of its

greatest action, can be determined in each field, and in each particular

mine.

N9 •« COAL

Fig. 17. Section illustrating the common features of subsiilrncc i' .my one position of
the advance of the face: showing direction f "draw", and =liilt of str.ira. No. 3
Coal will be the most affected.

The maximum disturbance is givin, approximately, as three fct t at the
surface, from operation at a depth of 1,000 feet. Any intervening seams
of what might be called thin roal, 36 inches and under, must therefore
have in the course of time i * ged their position completely.

Another inter; >ting and specific instance of the effects of subsidence is

that detailed by Mr. Tylden W right,' in reference to the extraction of the
coal under Newstiad Abbey, Nottinghamshire, England. The scam
min ' was three feet in thickness and 1,120 feet from the surface. Obser-
vations extended over a period uf seven years. When the advancing face

.18 270 feet from the abbey, and 9 months before any portion of the coal

was excavated below the building, it began to move and fall at the rate
of J inch per month. As the face advanccti the depression increased to

1} inch per month, and at one time one end of the abbey was 10 inches

' Ulsutc* nut Proceeding! of the laititution ol Civil En«lneeri 1898, Vol. C. XXXV, p. US.
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lower them the other. But so steady was the subsidence induced by the

complete and regular extraction of all the coal in the three foot seam, that

not a stone in the ancient carved windows (800 years old) with all their

exquisite tracery, dropped out. The total subsidence was finally measured
as 23 inches.

Fig. 18. Good and bad practice in the protection of a river bridge, railway line, or important
building. Normal strata—horizontal. (Complete coal extraction in worked out
areas.)

Here then is an example in longwall mining, whereby a 36-inch coal

produced a subsidence of just under two feet—two-thirds of the original

thickness—on the surface 1,120 feet above; and yet no damage was done
to the building. From this case, it can be concluded, that if all the overlying

coals (if any) possessed as great a composite adherence between roof coal

and pavement, as that which existed between the stone layers of the abbey,
those coals would be intact and workable.

A third example, based upon personal experience, at Hamilton
Palace Colliery, Bothwell, Scotland, can be outlined:—

Working Under a river 150 feet wide.

Thickness of coal 6 feet.

Overlying coals None.
Underlying coals Two: 3 feet, and 3-6' thick,

respectively.
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Operation Complete extraction.

Depth 350 feet.

Surface strata Clay and sand 40 feet.

Overlying rock Usual Carboniferous strata.

Method of working Pillar and room.

1st extraction Pillar 60 ft. x 40 ft. rooms, not

over .'4 feet.

2nd extraction Complete.

Direction 45° to first advance.

Subsidence Two to three feet.

Damage from water None.

Reason The ,urface clay being more or

less fluid filled the cracks in

the strata, thus acting as a
tarpaulin, keeping the water

from flowing into the work-

ings.

The question of subsidence is, naturally, of greatest interest in the

mining of thin-coals, where there are sections containing a number of suc-

cessive seams, overlying at various depths. It may be observed, 'n passing,

that with undersea coals, the interest lies in the question of poss-ble flooding,

and of the danger point somewhere near the shore, where the clay covering

on the sea floor is at its thinnest, and where it is more or less porous, through

admixture with solid blocks broken from the cliffs.

Movements of strata brought about by the coal extraction take place

in an upward direction, influenced by the nature of the strata, the method
of working, and the inclination. The rate and amount of disturbance are

influenced by the method of working, the thickness of the seam, and the

nature of the strata. For example, a coal seam worked on the longwall

method, produces a disturbance that is constant in a direction parallel to and

somewhere in front of the working face, and there is only one break of the

overlying rock. In pillar and room methods, however, there are commonly
two slips: t' e first coming when the pillars are formed (dependent on the

size of pillar left), and the second when the pillars are extracted. This

double movement is far more destructive than a single steady subsidence.

Years may intervene between the two disturbances, but the ultimate danger

remains the same. With pillar and room workings, there can be conditions

under which any primary disturbance may not affect a seam above. The
opposite extreme to this, is, where an overlying coal comes within the scope

of the first "draw" induced, due to formation of the pillars, when such an

overlying strata is naturally subjected to two subsidences, entirely at

variance in direction and amount. Consequently, cross "slips" result, and
the final eflfect cannot help causing the possibility of much greater 1 os.

Wherever the extraction of pillars is being carried out, the tendency is

towards the destruction of coals above, in an ever widening circle upwards,

and there is a simultaneous "draw" tow rds a common centre. Pillar
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sections may be operated as a series of separate workings some distance
apart, and tiiis agam may introduce cross "draw," which is very undesirable
Extraction of p.ila.s, in small areas, is apt to produce nothing more or less
than pipes of disturbance extending outwards as they rise, and these in
turri, hollows on the surface. Such phenomena bring about an unworkable
condition in overlying coals, since there is then formed a series of alternate
areas of undisturbed coal followed and surrounded by altered stretches
The effect is, the making of workable pillars in the upper coal whose position

SURFACE.
.

CLAYS

SAN

*
throughS '%*''^ Pr°d"".on of an artificial fault; and where this fault passes

cavltifs 6clra°LnTf"th.'^""~"!,'°"'
*^'" circulation produces hollowfa^

andTnce t^the surfl4
'"" ''"'"'^ °' "P'^'' ^'^'"^ ^^ ^'^^ '° ^^ese openings

cannot be afterwards determined. This precludes the possibility of the
economic mining of the seams of thin-coals, in their entirety; although it bknown with certainty that parts of the seam could be extracted. If the
areas of good coal are larger in proportion than the areas of broken coal,
and the seam generally accessible, the larger patches are worth searching
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for. In the older coal-ficlcis, inland, there are always a large number of
small tollieriis mining at a profit old pillars and small areas of coal, which
on old plans made by other miners were >hown to have been abandoned.

This serves as an illustration of the difTerence between undersea and
land areas. In land areas, those abandoned coals can afterward be recovered
or at least the attempt to do so can be made; but in the undersea areas,
or deep-seated fiel<ls, all such operations arc, owing to the danger of the
breaking through of overhead waters, obviously precluded.

A thin-coal between two leaves of strata possessed of great bending
moment might escape without any change in either tne r of or pavement
of the seam, although the stratification of the coal itself wo^ld be destroyed.
In other cases the movement is irregular and jerky, and the seams above
become broken, taking the form of irregular steps, producing, in fact,
a series of miniature faults, but with the coal roof and pavement intact
betveen each artificial fault plane.

Outcrop coal is generally the first to be worked, and trouble can be
caused to future operators from "creep"; although if destruction takes
place through this cause, the coal seam affected has to be relatively nearer
than where subsidence above is due to operation. "Creep" is a slow
movement of the strata, brought about by the action of roof pressure on
supports that are too small for the weight being experienced. Gaining
momentum very gradually, its final effects are similar to subsidence due to
extraction; except that the settlement of the strata is quieter, and takes
place over almost double the number of years. "Creep" is more or less
characteristic of pillar workings, where the demand for cheap coal at the
commencement of operations has been readily complied with. In com-
pliance with the cry of the directors for "tonnage," the management has
"robbed" part of the piilars in the mine. This slow movement is an in-
sidious trouble maker, and once started is almost impossible to control.
It is infectious. A section may be considered perfectly strong enough to
stand until the extraction of pillars takes place, but "creep" may appear
f -om another section through one small range of pillars and thus pass
through the whole mine.

To the future operator the most formidable result brought about by
"creep" is the destruction of parts of the seams through which future
operation of the area may take place. The line of outcrop coal may, in
this way, have been so mutilated, that it becomes impossible to again
enter the area, without extra cost of driving through broken ground, and
maintaining roads therein. "Creep" may also be the cause of the dislocation
of seams above and below it, in the same manner as that produced by total
• "tion from other operations.

OPERATION OF AN OVERLYING COAL.

Loss of thin-coals can also be caused by the taking out of a thick coal
above them. This comes about through the "waste" or waste rock of the
thick coal being too close to the actual roof of the underlying coal to allow
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Fig. 20. Deflection of line of subsidence due to occurrence of slip
in ovcriying coals. Slip may cause line of final break to cause
trouble in the rear of the point expected.

iig. 21. Diagram illustrating effect of convergence of suc-
cessive subsidence lines. The subsidence is greater,
and "A"_is the danger point, because the ciay cover is
there at its weakest.
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ol it having a cover of sufficient strength and workability. To cause such
an effect the coal seams must lie, relatively, close together. The trouble
actually encountered commonly takes the form of roof breakage right up to
and through the position of the scam above. Where the intervening strata
is of great strength, so strong that operating the coal causes no break in the
roads, the underlying seam can be worked without trouble, but extraction
without causing roof breakage in roads into the upper working is unusual.
As the strength of the small thickness of intervening strata increases, so
the chance of successful operation of the lower coals improves.

HIGHLY INCLINED SEAMS.

Coal seams that are tilted, and highly inclined, behave, under the
influence of subsidence, very differently from what is generally observed
to be the case with the flatter coals. Subsidence is frequently accompanied
by the phenomenon of slip, the coal being the natural line of least resist-
ance. A very ragged line of break is thus formed, which frequently cuts
across from coal to coal abruptly, often at right angles, and for long dis-
tances travels in the coal itself. Breaks caused by the travelling forward
of the underlying coal face, instead of forming a successive regular wave of
subsidence at the surface, may, with inclined coals, concentrate at or near
one position, producing a break that is more open and abrupt in its appear-
ance. The next succeeding break may not show for several hundred feet,
but will be as abrupt as the first one produced.

The amount of the movement has always a tendency to increase,
not due to the continuous extraction of the coal, but due to the slip and
settlement of one sec' .1 of the strata over another. Where operafon
of an overlying coal is undertaken under those conditions, difficulty arises,
not necessarily because of broken roof and coal, but because of a series of
slides, whereby the whole block of strata will sometimes suddenly shift
its position.

The line of subsidence in pitching coals always flattens, getting nearer
to, and almost parallel to, the dip of strata, as that dip increases. This
throws the surface effects a long distance in advance of the actual face,
a fact that has to be taken into account when estimating on the distance
beyond which there will be no movement produced.

SEAMS CLOSE TOGETHER.

Where there are two coals close together, it is obvious that the thin-
coal is the one left unworked. Such seams are, and frequently can be worked
at the same time, on some system of co-operation; perhaps one slightly
in advance of the other, using the same roads. Knowing that there are
many feasible methods of doing this, in favourable -ases, where there is
seemingly an attempt to avoid this question of open ag two coals, involv-
ing the consequent sacrifice of a thinner coal, the opeiators should be asked
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to show cause why they should not be required to mine both coals by some
method of joint extract i-ii. No particular remedial methods can Ik; sug-

gested for cases of this kuid, as there are no two places where the conditions

Fig. 22. niagram showing simultaneous operation of two coals, 70 feet apart, l.owc

:

sfani retreating, drawing pillars; top seam advancing, forming pillars to A: afiu
thi.s fKjint, in longwall.

are alike. Thickness of strata is the principal factor, for, above a certain

thickness, the coals have to be considered as two separate seams, and not

the split of one.

GENERAL CONCLUSIONS.

There are exceptions to every rule. Where seams have been destroyoti,

or supposedly destroyed in the operation of other coals, it has still been

found possible, after the lapse of a number of years, to reopen beds, Thi^

has commonly been done in the case of, say, a coal which by reason of ii-

qur'ity is of special value, and has elsewhere become exhausted. Sucre>s

in such a case depends on facts that only actual operation will disclose,

and which cannot under the circumstances be predicted.

In any working of this nature, some curious effects are noticed. There
may be a perfectly straight and regular face for a considerable distance;

then, suddenly, the coal in front of the miner will fall away abruptly,

leaving a space between the coal and roof, into which props can be inserted

for a long distance ahead. Weird cavities that lead down to unfilled levels

in the lower coal, if close at hand, are frequent; and where falls of ro<i!

have been heavy, the old timber that was used to crown that cavity stand-

upripht asainst the upper coal. In some rases the pavement is not lirokt ii,

but the coal will take a sudden dive downhill, or shoot uphill, and tliii-

form an artificially produced anticline and syndine, before getting bai k

to normal, ready for some other \agary. Any attempt at undercuttiiii^

often brings the coal away from the face in slabs that fall heavily on tlic

machine, and of a size and shape difficult to break into lumps that can Ik

readily handled. The most frequent condition encountered is a tremendou.-.

amount of slack, and a large percentage of small rock. This latter material
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runs in the roada, and fills them up over rail level, like a snowstorm forming
drifts in a cutting. Where an overlying coal ' -on completely taken
out, the waste of the original coal is sometimes s(, .nogeneous as to appear

Fig. 23. An effect in an upper scam caused by operating a lower coal.

to the eye more or less sf)Iid; and it is only when a pick is used on the tough
mass that it breaks and shows signs of being made up of both large and small
fragments. The old timber chocks and ties interlacing in the crushed rock
help to bind it together. This is a result of induced pressure.

Pending the collection of data particularly applicable to the conditions
in No\a Scotia, some of the more interesting inferences, deduced from ex-
pc-ricnce elsewhere, supplementwl by suggestions connected therewith,
are here tabulated:

—

1. In the extraction of underlying coals, the worst result in its

effect on the upper beds is to render them unworkable, because of the
breakage of the coal seam, and the formation of a roof that is unreli-
able, and sometimes positively dangerous.

2. Where the abovementioned conditions are likely to become
serious disadvantages to future operation, there does not seem to be
any valid reason—if it can be avoided by any change in methods

—

why a future artificial increase in the cost of mining should be created
through mining systems at present in use.

3. The collection of data relating to questions of this nature
•'d be commenced at once.

i. The amount of subsidence produced is variable, depending
•arious natural factors differing in each district.

.S. Subsidence appears to take place in advance of the under-
lying iace, and is roughly parallel to the direction of advance.

6. The least disturbance of overlying strata is caused by steady
extraction; for example, under the longwall methods.

7. The greatest disturbance is caused by piecemeal operation,
of which the worst example is in the case of small pillars, followed by
their later complete removal.

8. Disturbance to an overlying coal, caused by the first coal
worked below it, would be much less than that caused by the second.

9. The inclination nf the break tend? to become parallel to the
coal, as the dip increases.
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10. There can be conditions where the subsidcnri- in overlyiin;

strata can be greater than the subsidence prexlucetl by working the

coal: nanifly, when an overlying strata is waterlogged, or consists nf ,t

running sandbetl.

11. In cases whee the possibility of any destruction exists, .okI

the companies holdinj, the areas ntiise to consider working under a

changed system when requested, ihc right to mine that seam should
be rescinded, and consideration given to a plan for re-leasing to anotlu r

operator, under conditions which are protective to Ixjth. The plan of

having several independent concerns ojK'rating different warns of coil

above and below rach ot; lt in the same leasehold, is in d ily and mu-
cessful operation in a number of coal districts, where the roal mining
laws are much more strict and exacting than in eastern Canada.

12. Under certain circumstances this principle of multiple leases

could be carried further, as in cases where a thin-coal existed at or

near the thicker coal at present being worked, when certain definite

areas could Ix; lea.sed, or sublet to a group of workmen who would
provide either all or part of the small car'ifal required, and who would
sell to the larger company f.o.b. roadheatl: thus creating a mine within

a mine, undei carefully defined conditions.
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SOME ECONOMIC CONSIDERATIONS.

A ronservation poliiy which advocates the operation of a certain pro-
portion of thin-coals Ixforc the thicker ones become exhausted, is ahnost in
direct contrr.dic tion to the i.ieas promulgated on this subject in other coun-
tries. There, the conserx.itor usually s.iys to the ojwrator, "See to it that
Vdu work your loal lands in .such a fashion that destrui tion of the thinner
heams is avoide<l. so that they may he kept intact, and rendered available
in future years." Here, in the eastern province^, cnnservation, in addition
to the above, shon d say, ir par., "VVV)rk some of the thin-coals first in such
profwrtion as is economically p<j8sible, in order that the life of the thick
co.ils inay be prolonged, since irora this latter source comes the class of fuel
on w hich continued prosperity depends." In eastern Canada to ask fot the
immediate operation of part of the thin-coals, means not only to utilize the
thin s( ,ims themselves durinj? the time when their extraction would yield
the greatest return to the provinces; but, it is also a means to the preser-
vation of coals of more value than the thin-cf)als, which are within a measure-
ahlc distance of exhaustion.

The justification for such a policy rests upon the statements outlined
tielow :

—

1. The future rise of costs is, in the eastern Canadian cn.i 1-ficlds,

quite outside the control of any operating; company, cr » lovernment.
2. The sellinK price of coal is dominated and fixed, and will be

maintained at its present level by influences outside these Provinces.
3. As the years pass, a day will inevitably be reached when it will

become im{)ossible to mine coal and sell it at a profit in any outside
market.

4. Therefore, provided tha^ the eastern provinces expand as
they have in the past—which m-.ans increased general prosperity

—

the period during which the coal resources can be utilized to the best
[Kjssible advantage, that is, to yield the greatest return, will inevitably
be limited.

5. The )unt of coal left unmined after the maximum tonnage
exhaustion : has been reached, will be of considerably less value
to the prov,..^es generally. This does not necessarily imply that it

wdl not pay to mine coal for the inside market; but it floes indicate a
long period of depression, and subsequent readjustment ',, a lower
scale of living conditions.

6. If it were possible to put farther away into .he future the day
when the cost of mining will rise to the selling price in the outside
markets, then, so much more of the coal resources could be operated
to provide the hig> sf return to eastern Canada.

'. To some .'xient this will be accomplished by more economical
methods of working in the ' ,ture, but it can also be materially assisted
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by Bomi- rcofKanization of administrative and mining conditions: .1

partial M)luti()n that intuiln tht- li-ast .dti-ration to exiMinK miihuils

i« through the operation of some of the thinner or more dittnult (oil^

in conjunction with th- present easier worketi lieds, so as to const rvc,

to some extent, the better wams.
8. Bearing in mind the fact that it is possible to operate 12-inc;h

coals profitably under existing economical conditions, and also th.it

the proportion of thin to thick coals is, in tonnage, very low row, any

require*! readjustment involves no manipulation that could not Im-

sucrtssfully evolved, and inaugurated at the present time.

9. Seeing therefore, that as time passes the relative cost of mining

thick coals and thin-coals will Ix'come more equal, it follows that re-

adjustments, in the future, will be more difficult than in the past.
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THE RKASONS FOR RISING COSTS.

After jttudyiriK the K»^()lo({kal character and distrihutioii of all the Nova
Scotiaii coal-fields, it will readily l)e f)erceived, that there is iinw not one
siiiKle area of any considerable size—with one exception, namely, l'.)int

Aconi—which is a virgin field. While, therefore, eastern Canail.i has not

by any means ver" seriously dejiletwl her coal resources, the Maritime
Provinces have, nevertheless, come within a measureable dist.mce of

exhausting the available land area on which new collieries can be ilevelopcd

and maintained in the production of fuels of equal (|uality, and at the

present rate of productive capacity. I'nii • other countries, it is out of

the power of operators in eastern Canada to take up the plant of existing

mines and move the same to "fresh fields and pastures new," leaving the

deep dials and the undersea coals to be worked at a later date, when time
has created a better adjustment of costs In-tween the provinces and outside
rivals. The same old mines and the same old slopes—with comparatively
few additions—will have to do duty, as extraction openings, for areas
that lie beneath the sea.

The geological cc" lions very fortunately allow of a natural division

of the coal districts into four groups. These divisions are;—
Class 1. Districts that largely embrace undersea areas.

2. Districts that contain coals lying highl> inclined.
" 3. Areas that provide a combination of conditions, as in Nos.

1 and 2.

" 4. Areas that contain thin-coals.

Class 1 includes the Sydney coal-field.

" 2 includes the Pictou field, Springhill, and part of the Joggins
area«.

" 3 includes Inverness, Mabou, Port Hood, anr t of the Joggins
areas.

" 4 includes the New Brunswick field r.ainly.

Leaving aside the New Brunswick areas, \ ere at present the output
is negligible (but which contain t'u ^riatest known deposits of thin-coals),
the mines in each of the other da.... disposed of their outputs in 1914,
approximately, as follows :

—

Internal. External.

Class 1 66% 95J%
" 2 29% 3J%
" 3 6% 1 4

It will be perceived that the output from collieries in District 1 almost
entirely supplied the outside market. The seams operated in the mines
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of this group are the easiest worked at the present time, and so situated,

that it is their economic operation that holds the outside market to Nova
Scotia. It is possible to go further and say that the collieries in Districts

2 and 3 are in such a position geographically, so placed geologically, and
so hampered by financial considerations, that eastern Canada could not
depend on them alone to retain the American and the St. Liwrence
coal markets. On the other hand, collieries in groups 2 and 3 are better

situated in the majority of cases to handle the internal trade, hence, to

some extent, a natural balance has been created: enough, at any rate,

to point the way to the possibility of greater development along this line.
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PROBLEM OF DIMINISHING RETURNS CONSIDERED.

Distance.

—

Any factor that will inevitably diminish private returns, and decrease
public revenues, should receive serious attention. It is a natural law in
ail deep land and undersea mining, that the distance between the coal
face and the opening to the mine is constantly increasing. As a conse-
quence, production is constantly decreasing, due to the time lost in travel-
ling from the mine opening to the scene of operations. This increasing
distance factor will not only reduce the amount of production, but will
naturally increase the cost of pumping, ventilation, haulage, overseeing,
and general management.

Labour.

—

Then there is the labour question involved. With a distance of, say,
two miles from the mine entrance to the scene of work at the coal face,
it is reasonable to assume that even with the best underground transporta-
tion facilities, at least half an hour will be lost from the working day. It
is inconceivable that labour will accept less per day for the privilege of
spending an hour or so less in the mine; on the contrary, labour will expect
to continue getting the same wages, although giving less actual work in
return. Consequently, an increase in mining cost in proportion to the time
lost, may be certainly expected. The best way to offset this inevitable
loss in time is, to increase speed and output by the introduction of labour
saving machinery. Similar steady rises in cost, in other lands, have been
clicckmated in this way.

It is computed that the loss of an hour in time would bring the mining
cost up to $2.05 per ton—an increase of 30 cents per ton. That this figure
is approximately correct is evidenced by the British estimate, that the cost
of introducing the eight-hour day there, meant an increase of 1/- (one
shilling) per ton= 25 cents. It is interesting to note that Mr. Finlay's
f'O*^ rule'—which is based on a bituminous eight-hour working day in the
I'nited States—would give S2 per ton as the average gross cost in eastern
Canada.

S(. ing, therefore, the inevitable influence of the distance factor, as
afTcctii.g—in a constantly ascending scale—the cost of mining, and taking
into consideration the probable demand for an eight-hour day, in the near
future—for it is unlikely that Canada will escape inclusion in the world-
wide movement—it is manifest that in any discussion atTecting the future
of the coal industry of eastern Canada, especially with regard to the export
^'' '' *^^ question of diminishing produciiun, with corresponding increase

' C.)st of Mining, by J. R. Finlay.
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in the cost of mining, will have to be taken into account, and the sooner

the question is faced, and adequate provision made to meet these crises,

the better. Unless somethin" radical is done to checkmate the two nega-

tive factors of "distance," and the impending "eight-hour day," the result

will be serious; probably leading to the shutting out of Nova Scotia coal

from the St. Lawrence trade.
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NECESSITY OF INCREASING OUTPUT.

Seeing that the natural tendency is towards a decrease in the produc-
tion of coal, the necessity of inventing and fostering artificial means of
increasing the output is manifest, in order to meet enlarging home trade,
and at the same time to hold the foreign market. Hitherto, there has
been a steady increase in production, and in all probability this upward
movement will continue in the future, based on the economic law of supply
and demand, the increasing demand being caused by the general average
development and expansion of the country generally. One factor, however,
will finally cause this upward growth to cease, and that is, the want of land
area on which to open up new collieries. Attention has already been
drawn to the fact that the only untouched area of any size is Point Aconi.
Here only, is there scope for the establishment of mines of such magnitude
and design, as to allow of them catering profitably to the outside market.
It is true there are one or two other areas available, but none of these are
capable of holding more than one large colliery. Based roughly, on a
feasible, divisional arrangement of the remainder of the Sydney field,
there does not seem to be room for more than six to eight additional
openings. It is probable that these, in the course of time, would develop
to an annual output of two million tons, which in turn would lead to a
possible total of ten to twelve million tons, that is, provided no collieries
in the older fields closed down entirely, and that the natural decrease of
the older mines of the various areas is offset by an increase from the
newer. Beyond this point, there is no reason to anticipate further
development, and even at that, it is probably an outside figure, although
it has to be recognized that the tendency is always towards growth.
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DURATION OF THE COAL RESOURCES.

Consideration of the duration of the coal resources of eastern Canada
is from one standpoint only, viz., the coal available for the outside market.
An empirical estimate is all that is possible. For example, it can be argued
that 100 years will probably be the limit to getting out coal for the outside
market, since within that time all the adverse factors: distance from open-
ings, wages increase, and financial burdens, will have become operative
to such an extent that they will render profitable operation prohibitive.
This would limit the available tonnage suitable for those markets overseas
to one thousand million tons of the best coals.

Any method of arriving at the required results by computation, would
involve a long and intricate calculation, which again would be based on
some data not yet definitely ascertained. To some extent, this data can
be reasonably assumed. Perhaps the subject can be treated along the
following lines.

The total land area available is given in Geological Survey Memoir
No. 59, as 92-66 square miles. Taking into account the length of the
field, this would give, for one average seam, 2 miles from outcrop to water
edge. If an additional mile is added thereto—making 3 miles in all—
it seems likely, as far as present indications show, that this is about the
limit of profitable operations. That is, if the whole output was beinji

extracted from this distance, the costs thus deduced (or their equivalent by
other concMt;. ns) would be so much over the general average, as to caus^.

future (lo\elopment to cease. Further, the limit of thickness for that dis.
tance of three miles cannot be reasonably expected as less than four feet

In the abovementioned Geological Survey Memoir, the total tonnage
in the land area is given as 1,022,496,000 tons, which includes all coal over
one f(,ot in thickness, and is calculated on an average aggregate of 33 feet.

As.suniiiig that there is only 25 feet of coal of sufficient thickness workable
to that distance, this would give a total in the land area of 775,000,000
tons. The sea area, to the three mile limit, provides 4,064,357,000 tons,
which also includes all coals over one foot in thickness. For one mile,
this would yield, approximately, 1,355,000,000 tons, also for an average
aggregate of 33 feet, which agaiu, at 25 feet, would allow a tonnage of

1,000,000,000: giving a grand total of 1,775,000,000 tons. At the ten
million rate of extraction, this equals a duration of 170 years.

These figures, however, are merely illustrative. The important point
IS, that the amount of coal available for these outside markets, instead of

being inexhaustible, as supposed, is within a measurable distance of com-
ing to an end. Only something like one-ninth to nne-fifth. i.e.. X"

2,000,000.000 out of 9,718,000,000 tons, of the total coal supplies is going
to be used for the greatest benefit of the Maritime Provinces.
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The question arises, therefore, by what method of readjustment and
reorganization of the present coal industry and mining system, is it possible

to utilize, to the greatest advantage, the coals which are suitable for exjx)rt

to the outside markets; and at the same time, cater to the inside market
by using other sources of supply ?
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THE COAL MINING SYSTEM.

With a view to making the inquiry as to the character and modus
operandi of the existing mining system of practical value, it is purposed to

confine consideration, almost exclusively, to New Brunswick; since in that

Province, coal mining is practically limited to the working of thin-coals;

thick seams being conspicuous by their absence.

The following facts about the New Brunswick coal indust: are pre-

sented, in order that the situation may be better understood:

—

Total tonnage available 151,000,000

Present yearly output, (1912-1913) 51,000

Total imported tonnage (19'3) 646,600

Tonnage imported over the I.C.R. from Nova Scotia, to

points within New Brunswick (last figures available,

1911) 295,275

From the above figures, the following additional information can be

deduced :

—

Output per capita 0-16 tons.

Consumption per capita 1-8 "

Percentage of coal mined within the Province 8%
Percentage brought into Province 92%
Percentage brought into Province by rail routes. . . .42%
Provincial income from coal mined in the Province,

per capita ($104,000) 30c.

Provincial income from coal mined outside the

Province nil

(VV^ages paid to sales

staff employed in

Province, and par-

tial cost carriage—

which goes to Gov-

ernment railways.)

Provincial income lost from coal mined outside

he Province per capita ($1 ,293,200^) $3. 60

Income i«r capita in Nova Scotia on .s.me basis. . . .$31.00

A comparative study of freight rates shows that they are all against

Nova Scotia coal coming westward by rail. Assuming that a considerable

quantity of the railway-imported coal is required for the use of the Govern-

ment lines, the cost of hauling this tonnage can be cliarged at the rate

of }c per ton mile; and if sold to an outside consumer, rated at certainly
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not less than Jc per ton mile. The greatest centres of consumption in the
Province are. according to the lists published: Moncton, Newcastle, and
r.impbeilton.

The following table shows the freight costs for these three places:—

Rate
North Sydney
Sydney
Stellarton. . .

.

Springhill

Maccan

Moncton.

}c 4c
83 1.66
86 1,62
41 0.82
16 0.32
12 0.24

Newcastle.

i-^ ic
1.02 2.(M
1.08 2.12
0,61 1.22
0.36 0.76

31 0.62

Campbellton.

1.29
1.32
0,87
0.62
0.58

2.58
2.64
1.74
1.24
1.16

Perhaps there are natural drawl )a(k,s in the New Brunswick field:
drawbacks, which, it is claimed, are insurmountable objections to grciter
clevciopment, and the.se must first be disposed of. These mi^ht be (1 ) the
quality of the coal; (2) the cost of getting the coal, and (.?) reaching the
market.

COMPARISON OF QUALITY OF COALS.

In order to compare quality, a table based on the average of a number
of Nova Scotia and New Brunswick coals, was plotted. The lines of general
average, cross-drawn, indicate that the New Brunswick seams are as good
as the average of Nova Scotia seams; aiid are not, in any case, so greatly
adverse as to account for the preferable purchase of Nova Scotia coal to
the extent that is now being done, commonly attributed to the production
of a hom.e coal of poor quality.

COST OF MINING.

Recollecting that the seams are thin, the natural tendency is to blame
the want of success, generally, on the small thickness of the coal seams;
but m this particular case, the miner can prove a fair "alibi."

In 1907 (date of the last collective figures obtainable), the average
cost of mining in New Brunswick, in coals 25-30 inches thick, was given
as SI.65 per ton. The average cost in Nova Scotia for approximately
the same period, and on the .same basis, was $1.54 per ton, which is only
some lie lower. As an offset to this au vantage, however, there is the
additional cost of water freight which can be placed at 3Sc, and of -ail
freight—an average 25c per ton.

Even allowing for differences in tonnage, better organization, a 1 a
number of other items, that vary one way or another, there would still
appear to be sufficient margin in favour of New Brunswick to justify
greater output and greater development.
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No. 14, by MacKarlane and Boyd, Mining Engineers, Glasgow, Scotland.
No. 15. From New Brunswick .\lines Report, 1915.
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Fig. 25. Sale of Nova Scotia coal: relationship of external to internal market.
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Fig. 27. Coal prices.
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ADMINISTRATION.

In any discussion of the thin-coal^ problem, the question of the general

relationship of the coal mining indu^lry to the existing administrative
system is of paramount importance. In approaching this subject the aim
will be to consider (1) the attitude of the administration; (2) the character
of the administrative system; and (3) to fix responsibility for the present
and future development of the coal industry.

When carrying out any inquiry of this kind, it is always an advantage
to take into consideration what has been done by others operating under
like conditions and circumstances. And in this respect we are fortunate in

having a notable example in the ca.se of Belgium; in which country, many
thin-coal mines are operated under very difficult conditions. The mining
laws of Belgium may be taken as a pertinent object lesson; and it will

repay us to glance at the provisions made, since they are of an eminently
practical character.

BELGIAN MINING L.'VWS.

The following extract is taken from the Ann. Mines Belgique, 1911,
Vol, xvi.:

—

loift^'*'^"'^'"-"""
'**' Concessions: The new law (modifying and completing those of

1810 and IHSi) on nimes, open workings, and (jiiarries states that applications for a con-
cessioti must he made to the authority (Deputation IVrmanent) of the Province in whirh
the mme is situated, and, if it extends over more fh.m one, that in which the extent i-;

greatest, copies Ixing lodged in the others. The petition must be accomp.inie<l bv f.,iir
copies of a plan drawn to a scale of 1 : 10,(K)() (which must he checked bv the .Mine Inspector
and certified by the "Deputation"), showing adjacent concessions. The applic.iiion,
when registered, will be open to general inspection.

Within M) il.iys of regislr.ition the application will, at the applicant's own cost, W
posted up and also advertised in the ".Moniteur" and at least one local papier. Duriii;;
another 30 d.iysiountcraiiplicat ions will be admitted, and determined u(ion by the Minimi cr
of Industry and Labour, on the advice of the Conseil des Mine 0|)|X)sition to the
counter applications will he admitted up to 60 da\s from the pubhr.ition being registered
and notified to the ( iovernor of the Province; but advertising counter applications is only
reijuired so far as they m.iy relate tn lands not included in the origin.il application.

Uithm a further period of 00 d.ivs at Litest if evervthing is s.itisfactory, th'' "IVrnin-
nent Deputation" will emit its opinion, which will he sent with all the docuiiur.ts to ih,.
.Minister; and a <lefinitt decision, approved by the Mines Council, will then be emhodi'd
in the Royal Decree.

The ext.iit of the Royalty ,is fixed by the .Act of Concession is definefl by vertii.il
planes of indefinite depth, p.issing through iHiints marked on the ground according to ,i

method apfiroved b\- the Ministers, hut, when circumst.inces recpiire, the limits mav be
oth^r th.in vertical pl.ines, .md their depth determined. OWijjii^rm may he imfwsed on
the concessKinmre to join in to-operative measures for economically uorkine. senditiv o-J
products, etc.

- s. j.

Renunciation: Subject to Royal aiilhorizition every mine concessionaire niiy
renounce his concession, or p,irt thereof, on finding that it contains no work.ible depioit,
or that the defKisit is no longer c.iimncri iaily workable, the procedure being similar to tliat
for obtaining ,i concession. Third p.irties inlerested have the right to lodge op|xisitioM,
while proof that creditors have been notified must be ap|K'ndecl to the applic.iiion No
rc'nuneiation can he granted without a f.ivoiirahlc' report bv the Con-eil des Mines; and .i

Royal Decree will determine the conditions, fixing, if o|ipc'irtiine, the del.iy (that m.iy be
extended by decree) during which the concession.iire must execute all works required bv the
regnl.itinn>^ anci cleir himsi'lf from c.hlignf ;.".r.= rr.r.tin.-|r,i witli til.- CcMit v^^itjil <>i- !':i-

expiration of this [,eriod, the petitioner will .send to the Provincial A'lthority a certificate
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that the mine 19 clear of all claim upon it, which body will within 60 (lavs an.l iftrr rnn

Sedan^e"'"'^'
^""""-"""" ^-^ ""' '^^ '""> f-m th. obligation ,o onn.^.n'te

r
.Transference: l/mier the present law no mine am h,- uMlv or parlh wld ,r,L;l

e^cti in fh""
''

'';'""",",.^'"''r.''»;f'" "."""'r-"ion; and this mustln. olSill reV o Iv

Forfeiture: 5«m-«£ /t.^./im,,/^ impediment exrrv cmresnonaire must heun -vnrkin, „tthe latest ],ve years after the Art of C'oncesMon is r.roimili; itcd Tho work mn f
,''"'^*""^

"f
rcRularly until the mine is l.rouRht into e.fcctinwC and must m«e^without a k-Kitiinate rause. Forfeiture is incurred, six mon h^ ft r h,. one ""/'^'T*'''*duly notified hy the Miiiistrv of Industry a,,d l.alJr f^ ,J ,s) not ir^
conditions; ,21 ceased working for five years wi! hZ' .EnableVx^^-o^ hi ir'^ernotice, resumed working and continued it for fu,. veirv ,,r ( ) f „ ,h'„^^

'

,

le«,ti,t,ntea„,lowin«,oacti.moftheconcessionair.:w.;rkin« ;s|!e ,: d":;:usS^^^so as to compromise public safety, or deprive consumers of their nec™ u ,hef UforCture is adimtted by a udK'ment, or a de.ree luvini; th,. for e of ?w A .

will be revoked by a Ko>-al Decree which brin«s uutfrs b, .kt Their s't"' m'I
"","''"""

and he must keep up tl,, mine until a fresh concession is rr nt..,l ,h„! i
'."^ »'>rl^ "«•

provision for neglect on his part in this respect
^

'
"""' '"'"*'' '''^""'™*

The more noteworthy features have been printed in italics, and mav
be summarized as follows:

—

1. TRANSFEREN-ci:.—No mine or mining area can be leased, sold, sublet
or ceded, without Government authorization.

FORFriTURF -Five years is allowed for commencement of operation-
thereafter, provts.on is made for the comp! te return to the Govern-
ment, of the mine, or area.

CO-OPERATIVE PRINCIPLES.-There is a compulsorv obligation placed
upon the operator to comply with any co-operatixe measures forworkmg and sending off the products.

2.

Suggested Legislative Provisions.—

Based upon the specific Instance of Belgium, and a studv of the lems-
lafve enactments of other coal producing countries, together with an inti-mate knowledge of existing con<litions in the Maritime Provinces the
writer woukl suggest the following provisions, as being essential to the ad
ministrative control of the coal industry of eastern Canada: espociallv inview of the imperative need of conserving and developing the neglected
tlim-coal resources.

s-^^^k-u

(1) The -administrative system should make a clear cut distinction
between thick and thin-coal mining.

(2) FfTective control of the methods of mining: and absolute
control over capitalization and speculation in the purcha.sc of coal
lands, no matter whether held actively or passively.
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(3) Equitable provision for rendering financial help to practical

operators intent upon the development of the thin-coal fields: a
system which is already admitted in principle in existing precedents.

(4) Well balanced, mining labour policy, as an essential factor in

industrial expansion, based upon an intimate study of the sociological

problems relating thereto.

(5) Co-operation between operators and shippers, for the grading
of the coals; regulation of selling price; cost of clearing; and market-
ing of product.

(6) Lstablishment of an educational policy, having as its objective
the impartation and spread of useable knowledge of the practical

technics of coal mining, -nd of existing mining conditions in eastern
Canada.

Readjustment of Royalties.

The greatest divergence between thick, and thin-coals administrative
practice is upon the royalty question. Provided the principle is conceded
that the provinces should make the best of the thin-coal seams, both in

present and in future operations; and that encouragement is given to their

development and operation, a very reasonable complaint is based on existiiit;

royalty figures. It i
, obviously, unfair to charge the same rate on a two-

foot scam as on a six-foot seam: namely, 12 or 10c per ton. This is placing
an unjust premium on the operation of the thick coals; when it is re- in-

bercd that half this small sum may represent, in the cost of minin in-

coals, all the difference between profit and loss.

The mining cost of the thin seam must rise, and the proportion of

overhead charge, represented by the royalty, is too heavy in relation to the

mining cost.

It is, of course a very difficult question to decide on what is best and
most suitable, and on a generally equitable basis of readjustment. TIk
suggestion is constantly being made that royalties should bo based on a grad-

uated scale, proportionate to the coal mined. Mining practice and ad-

ministratic in those countries where the mineral rights belong to the

land, have acceded, through custom and practice, to this method of assess-

ing the royalties. While, however, thickness is the main and deriding
factor, ciuite a number of other considerations are frequently taken into

account. In Britain, where the coal belongs to the surface landlord,

royalties are matters of adjustment between engineers of either party to tlie

leases of the areas, and some strange anomalies sometimes appear. Thus,
on one and the same seam, being operated from two points close together.

the royalty may range from 8 to 16 cents. Other conditions besides thick-

ness dominated the situation: conditions based on previously gathered
mining knowledge of the leasehold. Should a field be heavily fai.\^'d,

and consequently be heavy to work, the royalty offered may be much less

than that imposed on the same coal in an adjoining colliery, where mining is
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much easier. The same alleviation might be given where heavy waterroubh.sex.st; and generally, to unexpected underground difficuTt'esLnder th.s system, the pr.ce
, .id the owner of the land for the right tom.ne coal thereon, ranges all the way from 25 cents down to 4 cents per ton

way leave Fh.s s paid to the own.-r of a mineral area, on coal beinebrought undergrourjd from an outside lease, but through the land oHm>5by the first lan.ilord. The price charged is seldom over two cents per ,onhe .nsftufon of the "way leave" royalty arose fron. the .s^ump i „

!t owner
"' "

.T"
'" •" r" '^' ""''"' ^' ^^'^'^^ ^"^^^ ^^rougL .he

first owners areas, the second owner was indebted to the first for meanswhereby h.s coal was mined and sold; and. in some respects. becaus^Z
first owner des.red compensation for having his surface premises deprecia e.ln value by the s.nk.ng of shafts; erection of colliery buildings, and -.1
lafon of heaps of waste rock produced; all appurtenancct used o g"nor, part of the operat.on of gaining, the second man's coal.

The prevailing method of adjusting royalties on underground condi-tuns generally, .mphes that every coal should become, separatelv ,hesubject of negot.at.on between the oper uor and the Government. Wh.'eh,s nught St.
1
be carr,ed out in special rases, it yet. to a considerable exU^leaves the subject open to personal influence, and consequentlv. pos ble

.nj.u.t.ce. and worse .nequalities. The administrative scheme ,h .t w.-uldperhaps, most acceptably cover the question ,

' royaltv on all open t ons

aTd '^h' ?-^^^"7^r' T '-- ^-•^•>'-- (1) the thickness of the sean
.'

and (2) the class of fuel produced or mined.

Screenirig run-of-mine coal results in two classes of fuel being marketed •

screened coal, and slack coal. Screened coal sells for a higher price thanrun-of-m.ne. while slack coal sells fo -ess.

I"ttnan

It is to the inter. >t of all concerned to further the production of round
coal, as aga.nst the prcnluction of slack. On the other hand, i, has to beremembered that there are seams, in the working of which, no methodof opera..on could reduce the production of slack coal; a.ul .lack <oa
.s usually a very d.fficult class of fuel to dispose ..,. h is reasonable tosuppose, that a .seana which is .soft, and makes slac.. .s as much entitled o-stance, an.l .n the same manner, as the thin-coal; but not, perhaps
to the same extent. '
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Assuming a proportional re-arrangcment on some of the lines suggested,

it would bring reduction, based on thickness: reducing a 36-inch scam to

6 cents, and an 18-inch seam to about 3 cents. The result generally,

would be as follows:

—

Base. Base.
10c

Six-foot seam m
10
8

3

10
9

5
Two- foot seam 4
Eighteen-inch seam. 2i

Next would come the consideration of the respective claims of slack,

run-of-mine, and screened coals. In a thick seam, the fact that slack coal

is made in the mining, is not as serious a factor against profitable minini;,

as it would be in the case of a thin-coal.

As there appear to be no available data giving average percentages

of slack coal, and round coal, nor the prices paid for same in the provinces,

it is only a guess to say, that it is at least reasonable, that screened cn.il

could stand 2c per ton more, and slack take 2c less. Further, assuming for

the .sake of argument, that the present royalty is maintained on run-of-

mine coal, for six-foot coal, this would result somewhat as follows:

—

Base 12ic.

Screened. Run-of-mine. SluCk.

Below six-foot coal

„ five-foot coal

?!

3J

12i
10

8

6i
5

3

lOi

Si

1!

r,
four-f<x)t coal

„ t'iijhtcen-inch co ^1

Base 10c.

Screened. Run-of-mine. Slack.

Below six-foot coal 12

Hi
9
6

10
9

7i
5

4

2i

n

„ five-foot coal Ti

„ four-foot coal (y

„ three-foot coal 4

3i
2

Which gives, approximately:

—

Thick coals.

—

Screened 70%
Slack 30%

Thin-coals.

—

Screened 55%
Slack 45%

Whilo the above percentage may be about correct for the thick coal?

it seems high for the thin .'^eams.
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ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROL.

There is no room for speculation in thin-coal mining. The ancientdevice of a man commg in and leasing gr.^und for a small sum. and subsequently turmng .t over for an exorbitant price, to a large company, has nopla e m thus mdustry. Such a procee.ling-l,a.sed on greed on the on • handand speculative r.sk on the other -would only increase the financial burden

1. cLufaS.'"'
'"""''"'' ^"' ^'^"'" ' '^""°" '""^-''^ - --

Before any company is permitted to lease coal areas, the ratio of miningcos to capital, and tonnage to profit, should be carefully t.iken into a.-countand where the estimates and evidence submitted by the p^osp..cti^e lessees
IS unsatisfactory, the leasehold should be refused. This is Uie only wa^
in which the coal resources can be conserved.

The Belgian law' gets over this trouble by insisting that no property
IS to be trans!err«l without the consent of ,he government. This law^veste administration power to veto any transaction, which, in the judgment
of US experts, .s of the speculative order. Moreover, the five year uSud down in the same law is manifestly a wise provision, and much bettertlun a system which requires that an annual amount of development be

CO-OPERATIVE MARKETING.

Haying shown that thin-coal seams are workable, and having suggested
cert un technical and administrative conditions, which I conceive ,o be
essential to success, there is yet another provision that requires attention,
because it is just as^ essential to general success as actual mining, namely
the marketing of the coal. Wherever there are small mines, and manx"
of them, there is either a ,iestruan'e competition, on the one hand-in which
cas^ the operators, generally, are losers-^,r, monopoly on the other hand.
n which case the general public are the losers, with consequent ins.abilit;
in the matter of saU>s an.l prices. The Belgians solved this problem by
legislatively insisting on the adoption of co-<jperation.

Co-operative coal marketing is a tried system in xarious p.irts of the
world, and. as a rule comes into existence as a result of over-,.ruductionThe suggested introduction of co-operation before production takes place
IS a means of .King the difficult problems of avoiding unne.essarv wastage
.n catering to special markets; it means relatixely cheaper g„„ds; morepnuer ul organisation; better sales; limitation of production to .qualitywnh the demand; and fair allocation of the market: all based on efficient
production.

1
he most notabl-^ example of co-operati^•e selling is theW cstphahan Syndicate. This consists of an aggregation of 70- 75 collieries

marketing jointly 5(),()00,0()() tons annually, through a sellini, organisation
^vi.uh^has only a nominal working capital, and holds no propertv. It has
'"^"''' *^"'^^' >''''"'^- f"'"'^ rr.mpany is representwi on the beard I)y one

'S«e p. 92.
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representative, presided over by the General Manager of the Syndicate.

Twice yearly, the tonnage is allotted to each mine, which allows making'

economical arrangements for working some time ahead. Any concirii

falling short of the allotted supply pays damages for the shortage to the

Syndicate. Loss from poor coal is charged to the responsible colliery;

but loss through inability to market is borne by the Syndicate. Contrat is

arc made for five year periods, which provides operators with a steady

income, and enables them to finance ahe.id. Each company pays a com-

mission on sales.

Still another means to the same end is presented by the Transvaal

Coal Association, constructed on somewhat different lines:

—

No. of collieries 18.

Tonnage 5,000,000.

Market Internal and overseas.

Collieries in association Range from 18,000 to 250,000 tons per

month.

Distance from internal market. Varies from 80 to 120 miles from minis.

Distance from shipping port. . . .247 miles.

Operations at shipping point.. . Resulted in providing shipping fticil-

ities, and raised overseas output from

practically nil to over 1,000,000 tons

annually.

Developing mines Paid a flat rate for run-of-mine coal.

irrespective of position.

Operating mines Paid rate on screened coal, and slack,

at mine: based on calorific value.

Association Does all the selling on 2^- per ton, and

generally represents the trade.

Balance over operation returned as

dividends or used as capital to

further sale of coal.

I'orm On basis of joint stock company, earli

coal mining company on joining

same purchasing the amount of

stock allotted to it on capacity of

mine.

Market Allocated on three year basis, on capa-

city of mine.

Contracts Made by as.sociation on yearly basis.

Association collects ail money and

assumes all debts. Coal Companies

Bill Association.

These two cases are admirable illustrations of the successful existence

and benefits of co-of)eration. They are both unforgettable examples of the
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proverb "Union is strength." The advantages are obvious, in face ofcompetition from without.

Co-operation, however, is not necessarily confined to the sale of coalSmce .t .s poss.be that the seams of New Brunswick may be sent to markem a d.rty cond.t.on-where a thin seam is in operation under a shale rcS
or. a roof from wh.ch "fall" is taken down in mining-there is alway^a
poss.b.l.ty that the coal sold will be mixed with r<^k. This 31 notrepresent a condition which cannot, by the application of proper and welunderstood means, be eliminated. The remedy is. proper cleaning plant
If necessary, co-operat.ve screening plants can be adopted; and as withthat problem, so it is with others.

And lastly, there is still the id.a, several times advocated, and gradu-
ally commg forward as a possible solution for thin-coal fields where thegeneral operations are limited to a number of small scattered mines, andha IS. the establishment of a joint by-product plant. It is a proposal
hat. needless to say. w.l require to be very thoroughly investigated bu

It IS a possible means of future progress.
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GENERAL SUMMARY.

In concluding: this general survey of tl-c Mn-coal resources, and existing

condition of the coal industry, of i stt n Canada, the writer conceives

that a brief recapitulation of the mai;. fatts, and the more important de-

ductions made, will contribute to a clearer grasp of the whole subjed.

Conclusions.—

1. The coal industry of eastern Canada is in its best production

period, but is yet in a re!ali\rly weak position commercially: lic^d

with outside competition; internal rising costs; and operated by over-

capitalized and over-valued concerns, whose earninR capacity approx-

imates ^ to 4';

.

2. The amount of coal that will enable Nova Scotia to retain the

outsifU- market, under present conditions, i> not unlimited. If all tlic

adverse conditions become operative, a limit is set at about 100 >'e,irs.

.V The coal-fields have a hij;li \alue t(j the pro\inees only ;is ion;;

as the maximum output is maintainetl. Thereafier, their value will

deciease; hence the extension of the period of niuximum \aluc is mo^t

desirable.

4. In order to retain the external market, powerful corporations

are needed, capable of the policy of placing large amounts to reserve;

since development of the deep and the undersea areas will depend on

that reserve almo^t entirely. A monopolistic condition is more con-

ducive to continued operation than any other.

5. It is possible that if the financial arrangement of the Nova
Scotia mining companies were reorganized—if a present loss could bo

agreed to for the sake of the future, »he whole of the existing markets

could be held against outside competition for many additional years.

6. Where properly operated, and properly financed under reason-

ably favourable conditions, 12-inch seams of coal can be worked

economically in eastern Canada to-day.

7. Wherever possible, thin-coals in Nova Scotia—in addition to

their preservation—should be simultaneously operated, in order to

help to limit the continued exploitation of the thicker coals. A greater

proportion of the annual output might be mined from thinner coals.

8. It should be legislatively insisted upon, that wherever a thin-

coal exists, advantage be taken in existing mine openings to work it.

9. The problem of the thin-coals in New Brunswick is as much

a necessary part of present operation as is future preservation; but

for different reasons. Development should take place along modern

lines of co-operative expansion, accompanied by administrative re-

organization so designed that the prorince, from within itself, may
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have inherent powers of progression, without depenJence on chance
outside assistance.

vnanLc

fhJ^' T*""
^"bstitution of tonnage of thin-coals, for tonnage ofthick coals cannot, and never will bo a panacea for the troubles of the

situatK,n; but it is a possible source of partial relief, and a means toan end that cannot be overlooked wherever the issue at stake is the
benefit of the province, and not the immediate profit of the opcTutor.

11. The development of thin-coals Renerally require, a more
co-operative form of organization. The margin bc-tween minin, costand se ling cost is k-ss in thin-coal mining; it will not stan.l the rapitaland administrative charges that seen, inevitably to go han.l in handwith mono|)oIi>tic operations.

12. Coal mining speculation shoul,! be prohibited. The arranu-e-ments of ,he finances of any mini„K .-on.pany ouK'ht to iv under n,„-
tro

,
and the perpetrators puni.he.l, wlure the regulations are violat.d.

ju.st as improper mining methods are not tolerate,l. Apart from the

tnrni- -Tr"'
""

""r"'
'''""' '" '""hea^esofba.l workmanshipand

1
licit finance, are loss of capital, waste of coal and co„...,,uei tloss of credit to the country.

13 The lack of co-operation has led to consider.tble jTovincialand in erprovincial competition, which should, as far as oo-mMc beavoided, and even eliminated, in the face of a still greater growing
struggle, namely, international competition.

14. The whole subject of the thin-coals is one of great importance-and demands imme.liate consi.leration because the continued life ofthe provinces is largely depei.dent thereon. The greatest ne.-d is
education and knowlclge. The sprea.l of accurate, useable knowledge
with regard to the real condition of the coal industry in the Maritime
Provinces, ,s a pressing need at the present time. An,l. with increased
knowledge shouci come a movement for systematic technical education,
so that the coal resources of eastern Canada may be utilized to still
greater advantage, both economically and financially, thus contribut-mg to the prosperity and progress of the country.
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APPENDIX.

GEOLOGICAL SECTIONS OF GOVERNMENT BOREHOLES.
1902-15.
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Fig. 30. Geological Survey Sections. Boularderie, Cape Breton, N.S.
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Fig. 33. Geological Survey ««ion,. Sydney Mines. Cape Breton county. N.S.
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Fig. 34. Geological Survey sections, Glace Bay, Cape Breton county, N.S.
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Fig. 36. Goverament Drill, No. 3, (1902) Lingan Basin, Cape Breton'county, N.S.
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Fig. 40. Government Drill, No. 2, (1910). Glengarry district, Cape Breton county, N.S.
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Fig. 41. Government Drill, No. 2. Hole No. 1, 1902. River Inhabitants, Cape Breton
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Fig. 43. Government Drill, Nos. 1 and 7, (1903). Port Hood, Cape Breton county, N.S.
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Fig. 51. Government Drill, No. 1, hole No. 1, (1915). Acadia areas, Vale district, Pictou
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Fig. 55. Geological Survey sections. Springhill, Cumberland county, N.S.
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Fig. 59. Grand Lake district, New Brunswick.
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Fig. 60. Section: Coal Branch river, Beersville district, N.B.
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